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CELEBRATING THE PROPHET’S MAWLID

Foreword: The Companions and Their Enemies
All praise is due to Allāh, the Lord of the Worlds, and may the ṣalāt and
salām be upon His Final Messenger. To proceed:
The Companions and Loving the Prophet
No Muslim will dispute that those greatest in their love of the Prophet
() were his Companions (). They were the ones upon whom
revelation came down and Allāh’s praise of the Believers in the Qurʾān is
primarily upon the Companions for their faith, support and aid of the
Messenger. Showing love (maḥabbah) and veneration (taʾẓīm) of the
Prophet through following his Sunnah (ittibāʿ) and referring judgement
to him (taḥākum) is from the greatest of obligations of the religion
without which a person’s faith cannot be complete. The Companions
were the greatest to exemplify these four qualities and after all the
Prophets and Messengers, they are the best of the people of the Earth.
The evidences for loving and respecting the Prophet are abundant in the
Qurʾān and Sunnah. Allāh () said:

ﲬ
ﲫ
ﲧﲨﲩﲪ
The Prophet is more worthy of the believers
than themselves (33:6).
Loving the () is from the greatest obligations in the religion and is
a foundation of the religion as stated by Shaykh al-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah1
This love is not merely a slogan but a true and real love that is
demonstrated with the heart, tongue and limbs. It is not permissible to
fall short from the obligatory love due to the Prophet () and nor
to exaggerate by departing from his Sunnah and doing things he has
1

Refer to Al-Radd ʿalāl-Akhnāʾī (p. 231) and Majmūʿ al-Fatāwā (10-56).
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prohibited or not commanded. The Prophet said (), “None of you
truly believes until I am more beloved to him than his own father, his son and all
of mankind.”2 Love of the Prophet () is a matter of the heart whose
evidences are displayed outwardly in speech, actions and behaviour.
From the greatest of signs of this love are the following:
1. Believing in Whatever He Informed About. To believe in the khabar
(report, information) of the Prophet () in everything that he
informed about of the unseen and seen, the past, present and future, the
world, the barzakh and the hereafter. This is because he is the truthful,
and whatever he informed his ummah from His Lord is true and real.
2. To Follow Him (Ittibāʿ) and Obey His Command and Restrict Oneself To
His Sunnah. This is from the greatest of signs of loving the Prophet
() and is from the easiest of what distinguishes genuine, sincere
love from a tainted and impure love. The texts in the Qurʾān and the
Sunnah in this regard are plentiful and abundant, and the Prophet
severely warned against opposing his Sunnah and from innovations in
the religion and we shall mention some of that in this treatise.
3. Judging to His Sunnah and Sharīʿah in Disputes. This is also from the
greatest signs of genuine, pure love, that a Believer refers all disputes
back to the Sharīʿah and authentic Sunnah of Allāh’s Messenger. Many
people will judge to the opinions of their school of thought or to
fabricated and weak narrations or to isolated (shādh) opinions and they
will rely heavily on the latecomers from the 7th century and beyond and
abandon the earlier generations who were closer to the era of
Prophethood and closer to right guidance and at the head of them are the
Companions. Judging to the Sharīʿah and to the Sunnah is to make
interpretations of the texts only through what the Companions knew and

2

Related by al-Bukhārī and Muslim.
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understood and departing from their understanding and implementation
is a clear and open sign of deviation.
4. Respecting (Tawqīr) and Venerating (Taʿzīr) the Prophet. Ibn
Taymiyyah said about Taʿzīr, “It is a comprehensive term comprising his
support, aid and shielding him from every harm” and Tawqīr, “It is a
comprehensive term comprising everything in which there is serenity
(sakīnah) and repose (ṭumʾanīnah) of honoring and revering and that he
should be treated with such honoring, ennoblement and veneration
which keeps him from being removed from the limits of respect.”3 From
the signs of respecting the Prophet is not to raise one’s voice over his and
not to put oneself ahead of the Prophet, meaning his command, his
Sunnah and his Sharīʿah and also to be abundant and frequent in sending
ṣalāt upon him. The Prophet () said, “The miser is the one who when
I am mentioned does not send ṣalāt upon me.”4
5. Defending his Sunnah. The Companions were the best and truest
examples of defending the Sunnah and of sacricifing with their selves,
wealth and children, in times of ease and hardship and their biographies
are the greatest examples of this. When that which the Prophet ()
had informed of splitting and the appearance of the sects, it was the
Companions who preserved the Sunnah and conveyed it to the Successor
(Tābiʿīn) and from the Companions did those after them learn about
standing in the face of Ahl al-Bidʿah such as the Khawārij, Rāfiḍah and
Qadariyyah. The Companions rejected innovations in belief and in
worship and they transmitted what they knew of the Sunnah. The
preservation of the religion was at their hands due to their transmission
of the Sunnah and rejection of what opposed it from the innovations. A
person’s love of the Prophet () remains only a claim and cannot
be genuine without following their way.
3

Al-Ṣārim al-Maslūl (p. 422).
Reported by Aḥmad and al-Tirmidhī and declared ṣaḥīḥ by al-Albānī in Irwāʾ alGhalīl.
4
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This is how the Companions loved and respected the Prophet ()
and there was no calamity greater upon them than the passing away of
the Prophet. Despite that, they preserved and protected the religion by
conveying it with care and precision to those who came after them.
However, there appeared enemies of Islām, such as ʿAbdullāh bin Sabaʾ alYahūdī whose subservive activities led to splitting and innovations and
from the manifestation of those activities were the appearance of the
Khawārij and the Rawāfiḍ (commonly, the Shiʿah). The Shīʿite movements
became a magnet and refuge for every external enemy of Islām who
desired evil for it and its people.
The Enemies of the Companions
Those greatest in their enmity to the Companions are the Rāfiḍāh Shīʿah.
Their enmity towards the Companions is a veil for their enmity towards
the Messenger of Allāh () himself and his message of Tawḥīd.
Those from amongst the Persians, Magians, Jews and others who
harboured enmity because their nations, cultures and civilizations had
been dominated by Islām adopted the face of Shīʿism as a means to
conceal their disbelief and their evil intentions. Their aim was to bring
harm to Islām, its people and its lands by gaining the trust of the Muslims
and working to acquire power in their lands. They strove to corrupt the
affair of the Muslims in both the worldly and religious affairs. These
movements were known as the Bāṭiniyyah and they were responsible for
much of the political turmoil in the Muslim lands during the ʿAbbāsid
rule in the second to the sixth century hijrah.
Their names are known as the Qarāmiṭah, Mazdakiyyah, Ismāʿīliyyah,
Nuṣayriyyah, ʿUbaydiyyah, Rāwandiyyah, Buwayhiyyah, Khurrāmiyyah and all of them used the veil of Shīʿism to deceive the Muslims into
thinking they were lovers of Ahl al-Bayt. They managed to set up their
own states in North Africa, Bahrayn, Shām, norther Irān and elsewhere
and spread their poison. Worship of saints, veneration of tombs and
many major innovations especially amongst the Ṣūfīs have their origins
bidah.com  page 5
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with these enemies of Islām who came through the door of Ismāʿīlī
Shiʿism. These people desired to undermine the Sharīʿah of Islām and
replace it with heretical doctrines and practices which they invented as a
means of taking the Muslims away from the Islām known to Abū Bakr,
ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī () and the Companions () to what they
fabricated and spread amongst the Muslims. From those affairs which the
Muslims have been put to trial with is the the celebration of birthdays
which is not known in any Sharīʿah of any Prophet and nor to the Arabs
in their Jāhiliyyah prior to Islām. This practice was introduced into Islām
by the Ismāʿīlī Shīʿites known as the ʿUbaydiyyah who imitated the
Christian Copts of Egypt and set up celebrations for the birthdays of ʿAlī,
Fāṭimah, al-Ḥasan and al-Ḥusayn () and added the celebration of the
Prophet’s () birthday as a means of deceiving the Sunnī Muslims
whom they ruled over in fourth century hijrah Egypt. At the same time,
they would curse and revile the Companions of Allāh’s Messenger. These
historical facts documented in the history books are unknown to most
people who have been deceived into believing that celebrating the
Prophet’s birthday is virtuous and sanctioned by Islām, despite the fact
that celebrating birthdays is not known in any revealed Book, in the
sharīʿah of any Prophet and nor was it a known custom amongst the
Pagan Arabs in the days of Jāhiliyyah.
In this treatise, we will investigate this issue in detail so as to give the
Muslim who is confused and desires the truth the means through which
he can distinguish between what comprises genuine, true love of the
Prophet () and its outward manifestation which is acceptable to
Allāh () and an innovated expression of love which is rejected by Allāh
() even if it is accompanied with the loftiest of intentions.
Abū ʿIyaaḍ Amjad Rafīq
9th Rabīʿ al-Awwal 1436H / 31st December 2014CE
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1. The Evidence for One’s Love of the Prophet ()
Many of the people of the Earth from the various religions opposing
Islām claim love of Allāh () and despite the feeling of love and
sincerity in their hearts, the devotion and the apparent righteous deeds
they perform, they have been judged to be disbelievers whose actions are
vain and will be nullified in the hereafter, amounting to nothing but
scattered dust. Allāh () said:

ﱢ ﱣ ﱤ ﱥ ﱦﱧ ﱨ ﱩ ﱪﱫ
And We shall turn to whatever deeds they did, and We shall
make such deeds as scattered floating
particles of dust. (25:23).
This is because they do not follow the legislation of Allāh but follow their
whims and desires and their claims of sincerity and love for Allāh are
contradicted by their rejection of Tawḥīd and their failure to show
compliance and submission to the command of the Prophet () the
last and final messenger.
In a like manner, there are many who ascribe to the Prophet ()
and claim to love him and respect him, however they will be turned away
by the Prophet () from the Ḥawḍ (drinking pool) on the Day of
Judgement and their actions will not be accepted because they opposed
the Prophet’s Sunnah () and claimed to show respect and
veneration for him through ways and means he prohibited and
condemned. For an action to be valid it must be done with sincerity and
it must be commanded in the Qurʾān or the Sunnah and these are the two
conditions without which no act is acceptable to Allāh (): Sincerity
(ikhlāṣ) and following the Sunnah of the Messenger (Ittibāʿ).
Allāh () made clear the criterion for genuine, correct love of Him and
His Messenger () and it is indicated by the statement of Allāh:
bidah.com  page 7
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ﱩ
ﱨ
ﱞ ﱟﱠ ﱡ ﱢ ﱣﱤ ﱥﱦ ﱧ
Say if you do love Allāh, then follow me. Allāh will
love you and forgive you your sins. (3:31).
The Tābiʿī, al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d. 110H) said, “A people claimed to love
Allāh, then Allāh tested them with (the revelation of) this verse.”5 The
test in this verse is making ittibāʿ (following) the Prophet’s Sunnah. Thus,
everyone who followed and imitated the Sunnah of the Prophet ()
in his belief, speech, action, worship and dealings will have passed the
test. And everyone who opposed the authentically reported Sunnah and
followed opinions or tastes or what the intellect deems good or relied
upon the fabricated ḥadīths to suit his tastes and desires, then he has not
passed the test and is not one who truly loves Allāh and His Messenger.
His claimed love is lacking to the extent of his distance from the Sunnah
of the Prophet () even if he protests otherwise with his tongue.
A person’s love of the Messenger () is displayed by his conviction
in the Tawḥīd of Allāh which is the core of the message of the Prophet
(): That none has the right to be worshipped but Allāh alone.
Thereafter, performing the remaining four pillars, the prayer, fasting,
obligatory charity and the pilgrimage. Then other obligations such as
acquiring knowledge of the rulings required to worship Allāh correctly,
righteousness to parents and good behaviour with one’s neighbour and
so on. Then one imitates the Prophet () in worship, behaviour and
manners, restricting himself to his Sunnah. All of this is from the
manifestation of the love of Allāh and His Messenger () which is
legislated by Allāh and acceptable to Him.
Once the above is clear, there are two ways towards the Prophets and
Messengers: The ways of the Jews towards their Prophets, that of
5

Related by Ibn Kathīr in his tafsīr.
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opposition to them, differing with them, oppressing them and slaying
them. And the way of the Christians who display love for ʿĪsā ()
through whims, desires and innovations for which Allāh sent down no
authority. The Muslim takes the middle path between these two. He aids,
supports, loves the Messenger but only through what Allāh legislated of
statements and actions. Allāh () said:

ﲃ ﲄ ﲅ ﲆ ﲇ ﲈ ﲉ ﲊ ﲋﲌ
ﲍ ﲎ ﲏﲐ
So they who have believed in him, honored him, supported
him and followed the light which was sent down with
him - it is those who will be the successful. (7:157)
The light mentioned in this verse is the light of revelation, the legislation
of Allāh, it is the Book and the Wisdom, the Qurʾān and the Sunnah. Thus,
it is not possible to believe in, honour, support and follow the Messenger
except through strict adherence to the Qurʾān and the Sunnah.
Up to this point, most people will not disagree, since everyone will claim
they are following the Qurʾān and the Sunnah. However, as we proceed to
outline historical facts and to address the arguments, it will become clear
that only one party is following the Qurʾān and the Sunnah and the other
is pretending to follow the Messenger () whilst opposing the
Messenger and then appealing to “good intentions” and weak evidences
to justify this opposition.
Allāh legislated affairs through which the Prophet is mentioned,
remembered, loved and honoured, the greatest of which is the obligation
of following his Sunnah. Further, he is mentioned in both the āẓān and
the iqāmah, within the prayer itself where ṣalāt, salām, raḥmah, and
barakah are invoked for him. Likewise, it is legislated to ask Allāh to
grant him the intercession following every āẓān. Whenever his mention
is made, it is legislated for person to send ṣalāt upon him. This mention
bidah.com  page 9
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and remembrance of the Prophet is daily and constant and through this
Allāh () has raised his mention:

ﱅﱆ ﱇﱈ
And We have raised high your
remembrance. (94:4).
Al-Ṭabarī relates from Qatādah who said, “Allāh has raised high his
remembrance in the world and the hereafter. There is no sermon-giver
or one who bears witness in tashahhud or one who prayes except that he
proclaims within it, ‘I bear witness that none is worthy of worship but
Allāh and I bear witness that Muḥammad is the Messenger of Allāh’.” And
the likes of this is also related from Mujāhid. In addition, sending ṣalāt
and the salām upon the Messenger is from the best of good deeds. Allāh
() said:

ﱧ ﱩ ﱪ ﱫ ﱬ ﱭ ﱮ ﱯﱰ
ﱨ
ﱢ ﱣ ﱤﱥﱦ
Indeed, Allāh confers ṣalāt upon the Prophet, and His angels
[ask Him to do so]. O you who have believed, ask
[Allāh to confer] ṣalāt upon him and ask
[Allāh to grant him] peace. (33:56).
And the Messenger () said, “Whoever sent ṣalāt upon me once, Allāh
will send ten upon him due to it.”6 So these affairs are legislated and are part
of the means through which the Messenger is loved and honoured, and
they are legislated at all times and they are from the completion and
perfection of the Sharīʿah and Allāh was not unmindful of legislating for
his servants that by which the remembrance, honour and respect for His
Messenger is preserved and maintained.
6

Reported by Muslim, Aḥmad, Abū Dāwūd, al-Tirmidhī and Ibn Mājah through
Abū Hurayrah.
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Alongside this, the Prophet () also forbade from exaggeration in
his status, “Do not exaggerate with respect to me as the Christians exaggerated
with respect to ʿĪsā ibn Maryam. For I am a slave, so say, [about me] ‘The slave of
Allāh and His Messenger’.”7 He also said, “Beware of exaggeration (ghuluww) in
the religion, for those who came before you perished becauase of their
exaggeration in religion.”8 Exaggerating in the status of the Messenger as is
done by the Ṣūfīs through innovated ways - until some of them even
ascribe divine qualities to the Messenger - is evidence of deliberate
opposition to the Messenger and lack of genuine love for him and it is the
way of the Christians who profess love for ʿĪsā () but do not restrict
themselves to what he commanded and forbade. The Prophet ()
reprimanded a man who said, “Whatever Allāh willed and what you
willed” by saying, “Have you made a rival for Allāh? Say, ‘What Allāh willed
alone’.”9 And another said to him, “O our chief, the son of our chief and
the best of us and the son of the best of us” and he said in return, “O
people! Upon you is piety and let not Shayṭān misguide you. I am Muḥammad bin
ʿAbdullāh, Allāh’s slave and messenger. By Allāh, I do not love that you should
raise me above my position which Allāh () has granted to me.”10 And Anas
bin Mālik () said, “No one was more beloved to them [the
Companions] than Allāh’s Messenger () and whenever they saw
him they would not stand because they knew of his dislike of that.”11
Further, the Prophet also prohibited exaggeration in worship. Al-Bukhārī
reports from Anas bin Mālik () that three men came to the homes of
the wives of the Prophet () asking about his worship and upon
being informed they said, “Where are we compared to the Prophet
() for his past and future shortcomings have been forgiven.” One
of them said, “As for me I shall pray the whole night from now on.”
Another said, “I will fast continuously and not avoid any fast.” And the
7

Reported by al-Bukhārī.
Reported by Aḥmad, al-Nasāʾī, Ibn Mājah and Ḥākim from Ibn ʿAbbās.
9
Related by Ibn Mājah and Aḥmad and al-Bayḥaqī in al-Sunan al-Kubrā.
10
Related by Aḥmad in al-Musnad (no. 12573).
11
Reported by al-Tirmidhī (no. 2754).
8
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third one said, “I shall avoid women and never get married.” So the
Messenger of Allāh () came to them and said, “Are you the ones who
said such and such? By Allāh, I am the most fearful and pious of you with respect
to Allāh but I fast [some days] and do not fast [on others], I pray and rest and I
marry women. So whoever turns away from my Sunnah is not from me.” In this
ḥadīth it is clear that turning away from the Sunnah can also take place
through exaggeration in worship and attempting to attain higher levels
of piety and righteousness through ways and means which in themselves
are correct (prayer and fasting) but in which there is excess, extremism,
exaggeration.
1st Point of Agreement: It is obligatory to love Allāh and the Messenger
of Allāh (). There is only one criterion for this love and it is to
make ittibāʿ of the Messenger (). This means to strictly follow his
Sunnah, not to abandon it and nor deviate from it to something else. The
misguidance of the one who claims that there is a way to love Allāh and
His Messenger through other than what He revealed is plain and clear.
Just as the misguidance of those who think exaggerating in the status of
the Prophet () is part and parcel of loving him is plain and clear.
And just as the misguidance and deviation from the Sunnah of the one
who exaggerates in worship is also clear. Venerating the Prophet
() is only by fulfilling his command and avoiding his prohibition
and this is the criterion of true and genuine love.

bidah.com  page 12
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2. Did the Companions, Successors or Imāms Celebrate
the Mawlid?
It is unanimously agreed upon by the entire ummah that the practice of
the mawlid (birthday celebration) was not known to the Companions, the
Successors, the Four Imāms or any of the Imāms from the Righteous Salaf
of the first three centuries of Islām and that it is a bidʿah (innovation),
something newly introduced into Islām.
Imām Tāj al-Dīn al-Fākihānī al-Mālikī (d. 734H) said, “I do not know for
this mawlid (celebration) any basis in the Book, nor the Sunnah and nor
has its practice been narrated from any one of the Scholars of the
Ummah who are the followed leaders in the religion holding fast to the
ways of the predecessors.”12 Imām ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz bin Bāz said, “The
Messenger () did not do it [the mawlid celebration], nor his
rightly-guided Caliphs, nor those besides them from the Companions may Allāh’s pleasure be upon them - nor the Successors who followed
them in goodness in the virtuous generations. And they are the most
knowledgeable of people of the Sunnah, and most perfect in their love for
the Messenger of Allāh ()and following his legislation than those
who came after them.”13 Even those who support the mawlid
acknowledge this fact. Al-Sakhāwī acknowledges, “The foundation for
performing the noble mawlid has not been transmitted from the
Righteous Salaf in the first three virtuous generations.”14 Yūsuf al-Rifāʿī
(Ṣūfī) said, “People gathering to hear the story of the noble Prophetic
mawlid is an affair that was introduced after the era of Prophethood.
Rather, it did not appear until the beginning of the seventh century.”15

12

Al-Mawrid Fī ʿAmal al-Mawlid (Maktabah al-Maʿārif).
In Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawī within Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl biliMawlid (1/57).
14
Cited by Mullā ʿAlī al-Qārī in al-Mawrid al-Rawī Fil-Mawlid al-Nabawī (p. 12).
15
Al-Radd al-Muḥkam al-Manīʿ (p. 153).
13
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Those who prohibit the celebration of the mawlid and those who enjoin it
are all agreed on this matter, as is clear. There is no dispute that the
Messenger of Allāh () did not command the Companions with this
practice. Had it been an obligatory (wājib), recommended (mustaḥabb) or
permissible (mubāḥ) action it would have been reported widely from the
Companions and it would have been mentioned in the speech and
writings of the four Imāms and evidence for its legitimacy (as an act that
is wājib, mustaḥabb or mubāḥ) would have been conveyed from them and
would be abundantly mentioned in the books of tafsīr, fiqh and ḥadīth
authored in the second and third centuries hijrah in a similar way that
the prayer, zakāh, ḥajj and other major symbols of Islām have been
related.
2nd Point of Agreement: It is not possible for the reader to deny this
historical fact that celebration on 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal was unknown to
the Companions, Successors, Four Imāms and the Righteous Salaf as a
whole who were the best and most virtuous of this ummah without
dispute.
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3. The Religion is Perfected and Completed
Allāh () said:

ﱫ ﱬ ﱭﱮ ﱯ ﱰ ﱱ ﱲ ﱳ ﱴ ﱶ
ﱵ
This day have I perfected your religion for you and have
completed My favour upon you and have approved
Islām as a religion for you. (5:3).
Allāh () also said:

ﱹ
ﱸ
ﱱ ﱳﱴﱵ ﱶ ﱷ
ﱲ
ﱪﱫﱬﱭﱮﱯ ﱰ
O Messenger, announce that which has been revealed to you
from your Lord, and if you do not, then you have
not conveyed His message. (5:67).
Ahl al-Sunnah wal-Jamāʿah, the followers of the ḥadīth and āthār, the
followers of the Righteous Salaf have firm conviction that the religion
was perfected and completed during the lifetime of the Messenger and
that the Messenger () conveyed it entirely without leaving or
omitting a single thing. This belief is founded upon their love and respect
for the Messenger and their knowledge and conviction that he fully
conveyed the message and fulfilled his trust. The Messenger ()
said, “Allāh did not send any Prophet except that it was a duty upon him to
direct his ummah to every good he knew for them and to warn them from every
evil he knew for them.”16 And he () said, “By Him in whose hand is my
soul. I have not left anything which brings you closer to Paradise and distances
you from the Hellfire except that I have commanded you with it and I have not
left anything which distances you from Paradise and brings you closer to Hellfire
16

Reported by Muslim from the ḥadīth of ʿAbdullāh bin ʿUmar.
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except that I have prohibited you from it.”17 And Abū Dharr () said, “The
Messenger of Allāh () died and he did not leave a bird flapping its
wings in the sky except that he mentioned knowledge to us regarding
it.”18 And one of the pagans came to Salmān al-Farsī () and
(mockingly) said, “Your Prophet teaches until even the toilet manners?”
And Salmān said, “Yes. He has prohibited us from facing the qiblah when
relieving ourselves, that we should clean ourselves with the right hand or
that we should clean ourselves with less than three stones or that we
should clean ourselves with bones or filth.”19
In light of these texts, the celebrator of the mawlid is saying - through his
action and not necessarily his tongue - that Allāh () and the Prophet
() were not truthful when they made these statements and that
something which the Muslims were in need of in their religion was not
made clear to them and was not commanded by Allāh and His Messenger.
Ibn al-Mājishūn relates that he heard Imām Mālik (d. 179H) say,
“Whoever introduced an innovation into Islām, considering it something
good, he has claimed that the Messenger was treacherous to his duty of
messengership,” then he recited, “This day have I perfected your religion
for you” (5:3) and then said, “Whatever was not from the religion then
cannot be considered from the religion today.”20 Alongside Imām Mālik,
neither Imām Abū Ḥanīfah (d. 150H), Imām al-Shāfiʿī (d. 204H) nor Imām
Aḥmad (d. 241H) knew anything about the celebration of the mawlid.
Thus, it is clear that attempting to justify the celebration of the mawlid
and ascribing it to the religion is tantamount to reviling the Messenger
() and claiming that he did not explicitly and clearly direct his
17

Reported by al-Ṭabarānī, al-Bayḥaqī and Ibn Abī Shaybah and refer to Silsilah
al-Ṣaḥīḥah (no. 1803).
18
Reported by Aḥmad in al-Musnad (5/153), al-Ṭabarī in his tafsīr (11/348), Ibn
Ḥibbān in his Ṣaḥīḥ (1/267) and al-Ṭabarānī in al-Muʿjam al-Kabīr (2/155-156).
19
Reported by Muslim, Abū Dāwūd, al-Tirmidhī and others.
20
Imām al-Shāṭibī in al-Iʿtiṣām (taḥqīq, M. Salmān, Maktabah al-Tawḥīd, 1/62).
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ummah to celebrating the mawlid with clear unambiguous words - as he
did with respect to ʿĪd al-Fiṭr and ʿĪd al-Aḍḥā for example - and thereby
left his ummah in confusion over the issue, leading them to fight and
argue. Further, it is a revilement of Abū Bakr, ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī ()
and all of the Companions who failed to see the alleged evidence for the
mawlid in the Qurʾān and the Sunnah and failed to bring it out for the
ummah to practice by leading them with example.
3rd Point of Agreement: Whoever claims that Allāh did not complete and
perfect the religion of Islām and left it deficient such that it required
improvements to enable people to respect and love the Messenger
() and get closer to Paradise has uttered disbelief (kufr) because
he has reviled Allāh and has denied an explicit verse in the Qurʾān.
Likewise, whoever claims that the Messenger did not convey everything
which the Muslims needed to get closer to Paradise has reviled the
Messenger () because he has made takdhīb (rejection) of the
Messenger in what he informed us that he did not leave us anything
which brings us closer to Paradise except that he informed us of it.
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4. The Prophet Expressly Forbade Innovations in the
Religion
If one genuinely and truthfully believes that the religion was completed
and perfected and that the Messenger () conveyed everything
needed by the Muslims to get closer to Allāh and to enter Paradise, then
it is binding that he also genuinely and truthfully believes that
innovations in matters of worship, in matters alleged to bring one closer
to Allāh and to Paradise, are expressly forbidden and are futile. These two
matters are fundamentally tied and cannot be separated. If you believe
the religion is complete and perfect and that the Messenger fulfilled his
trust and conveyed everything needed to get closer to Allāh, you must
also believe that innovations in the religion pertaining to worship which
are alleged to bring one closer to Allāh are ḥarām and are a revilement
upon the Messenger and his integrity and upon the perfection of his
message.
Allāh () said:

ﱽ ﱾﱿ ﲀﲁ ﲂﲃﲄ ﲅ ﲆﲇﲈﲉ
So let those beware who dissent from the Prophet’s order,
lest fitnah strike them or a painful punishment. (24:63).
And He () also said:

ﱞ ﱟ ﱠ ﱡ ﱢ ﱣ ﱤ ﱥ ﱦ ﱧ ﱨ ﱩﱪ
ﱯﱱ ﱲﱳ
ﱰ
ﱫﱬﱭﱮ
And whoever opposes the Messenger after guidance has become
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clear to him and follows other than the way of the believers21 We will give him what he has taken and drive him into Hell,
and evil it is as a destination. (4:115).
The Prophet () said as related by al-Irbād bin Sāriyah (), “I
have left you upon clarity. It’s night is like its day. No one deviates from it except
that he is destroyed. Whomever amongst you lives for long will see much
controversy, so you must stick to my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightlyguided Caliphs.”22 The Prophet () also said as reported by ʿĀʾishah
(), “Whoever introduces into this affair of ours that which is not from it will
have it rejected”23 and also, “Whoever does an action that is not in accordance
with our affair will have it rejected.”24 And Jābir bin ʿAbdullāh reports that
the Prophet () would say in his sermons, “To proceed: Indeed, the
best speech is the Book of Allāh and the best guidance is the guidance of
Muḥammad and the worst of affairs are the newly-invented matters, every
newly-invented matter is an innovation and every innovation is misguidance,
and every (instance of) misguidance is in the Fire.”25 Whatever was not
religion in the time of the Companions cannot be considered from the
religion today as has preceded from the statement of Imām Mālik.
ʿAbdullāh bin Masʿūd said (), “Follow and do not innovate, for you
have been sufficed, and every innovation is misguidance.”26 Imām alDārimī reports in his Sunan the incident of Abū Mūsā al-Ashʿarī ()
who upon seeing a group of people sat in the mosque in circles

21

The one who celebrates the mawlid takes other than the way of Abū Bakr,
ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī and the Companions as a whole who are the Believers
referred to in this verse.
22
Related by Ibn Mājah and it is ṣaḥīḥ. Refer to Ṣaḥīḥ Sunan Ibn Mājah (1/32).
23
Reported by al-Bukhārī.
24
Reported by Muslim.
25
Reported by al-Nasāʾī, al-Ājurrī and al-Bayḥaqī. And it is also related by Imām
Muslim in his Ṣaḥīḥ with the wording, “To proceed: Indeed, the best speech is the
Book of Allāh and the best guidance is the guidance of Muḥammad and the worst of
affairs are the newly-invented matters and every innovation is misguidance.”
26
Reported by al-Lālikāʾī (1/96) and al-Marwazī in al-Sunnah (p. 28).
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performing collective dhikr went to the house of ʿAbdullāh bin Masʿūd
() to inform him. When ʿAbdullah came out of his house, Abū Mūsā
told him what he saw and they both went to the mosque. The men
explained that they had pebbles and were counting tasbīh, tahlīl and
takbīr upon them. ʿAbdullāh bin Masʿūd said, to them, “You better count
your sins! I guarantee that nothing of your good deeds will go to waste [if
done correctly]. Woe to you O ummah of Muḥammad, how quickly you go
to destruction! These are the Companions of your Prophet () who
are abundant, these are his garments which are intact, these are his
vessels still unbroken. By Him in whose Hand is my soul, either you are
upon a religion better in guidance than the religion of Muḥammad or you
are opening the door of misguidance.” They said, “By Allāh O Abū ʿAbd alRaḥmān, we intended nothing but good.” He said, “How many people
intend good but never reach it.”27 In this amazing narration which has so
many benefits, good intentions were not enough to justify the innovated
way (wasīlah) they used in performing dhikr because in its details and
form, it was innovated and had no basis in the sharīʿah, even if the
original act, dhikr, is from the loftiest of acts of worship. Sayyid bin alMuṣayyib saw a man praying more than two rakʿahs after the time for
Fajr prayer had entered through the breaking of dawn and prohibited
from that. The man said, “O Abū Muḥammad, Allāh will punish me for
prayer?” He said, “No, but he will punish you for opposition to the
Sunnah.”28 These two narrations from Ibn Masʿūd who is from the great
scholars amongst the Companions and Ibn al-Muṣayyab who is from the
great scholars from the Successors are an unsheathed sword against
those who justify opposition to the Sunnah by claiming that they are
doing nothing but remembrance (dhikr) and prayer (ṣalāt) and so on.
Everyone who claims love of the Prophet () and does not restrict
himself to the Prophetic Sunnah but wilfully opposes it after knowledge
27

Al-Dārimī in al-Sunan (1/68-69), Abū Nuʿaym in al-Ḥilyah and others.
Reported by al-Bayḥaqī in Sunan al-Kubrā (2/466), al-Khaṭīb in al-Faqīh walMutafaqqih (p. 147), al-Dārimī in al-Sunan (1/116).
28
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has come to him is a liar in his claim even if he bears witness to what is in
his heart of love and sincerity. Whoever has genuine, true inward love of
the Messenger () will show outward compliance with the Sunnah
of the Messenger by necessity as a sign of his truthfulness in his love and
he will abandon everything which he knows is not from the Messenger
() and was not practiced by his Companions.
4th Point of Agreement: This automatically follows from the 3rd point,
the agreement that the Prophet () explicitly and expressly and
repeatedly warned against innovation (bidʿah) in the religion and that
innovations in matters of worship that do not have a basis29 in the
Sharīʿah clash with the belief in the completion and perfection of the
Sharīʿah and belief in the fulfilment of the trust by the Messenger
(). It is a contradiction to affirm the 3rd point and to contest the
4th point as they go hand in hand.

29

After agreeing with this point, those who celebrate the mawlid go on to claim
that it does have a basis (aṣl) in the Sharīʿah and then they proceed to bring farfetched interpretations (distortions) of texts that do not remotely come close to
establishing the celebration of the mawlid. These doubts are addressed later in
this treatise.
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5. The Prophet’s Birth and Death
The people of knowledge have differed about the birth date of the
Prophet (). The majority are of the view that he was born in Rabīʿ
al-Awwal in the year of the Elephant which is said to be around 570CE but
differ as to the specific day. Some say the 2nd, others say the 8th, 10th, 12th
or 17th. As for the day he was born, the Messenger () indicated it
was a Monday. When asked about his fasting on Mondays he said, “That
was the day I was born, when I was sent as a messenger, and when it was first
revealed to me.”30 The Messenger informed only of the day he was born
and not the date, month or year. The date of birth was not preserved
because it was not known to the Arabs at the time that Muḥammad bin
ʿAbdullāh al-Qurashī al-Hāshimī would be a mercy to mankind by Allāh’s
choice and will and also the Arabs were unlettered and the Christian
calendar itself was not accurate. So the exact date has not been
preserved. Thus, the alleged birth date remains inconclusive. According
to research - by working back in the calendar on a weekly basis - it is not
possible for the Prophet to have been born on a 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal that
corresponds to a Monday between 569CE-571CE.31
As for the day the Prophet () passed away, it was not forgotten
and has been preserved accurately and is agreed upon by everyone
unanimously. It is the 12th of Rabīʿ al-Awwal in the eleventh year of
hijrah. The Muslims never suffered a calamity such as the passing away
of the Messenger () and hence they never forgot the date. Thus,
30

Reported by Muslim.
According to some researchers - given that the Prophet () said he was
born on a Monday - the calculations bring it to 2nd Rabīʿ al-Awwal
corresponding to 28th April 571CE or 9th Rabīʿ al-Awwal which corresponds to
27th April 571CE. In the year 570CE it is 6th Rabīʿ al-Awwal (28th April) or 13th
Rabīʿ al-Awwal (5th May). In the year 569CE it is either 4th Rabīʿ al-Awwal (6th
May) or 11th Rabīʿ al-Awwal (13th May). However, these dates cannot be taken
with certainty either because of the nature of the lunar calendar and plausibility
of error in calculation.
31
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the reality is that those who celebrate this day are celebrating the day
that the Messenger () passed away with certainty and as for their
celebration of the birth date, it is inconclusive and therefore comprises
an element of speculation. The Mālikī scholar, Tāj al-Dīn al-Fākihānī (d.
743H) stated in his work, al-Mawrid Fī ʿAmal al-Mawlid, “The month in
which the Messenger of Allāh () was born which is Rabīʿ al-Awwal
is the very month in which he passed away. Hence, rejoicing therein is
not more worthy than grieving therein.”32 And Ibn al-Ḥāj said in alMadkhal, “Most strange it is how they perform the mawlid [celebration]
with songs, rejoicement and happiness as has preceded because of his
birth () as has preceded in this noble month yet he ()
passed away in this [very] month to His Lord () and the ummah was
struck and afflicted with a great calamity that is not equalled by any
other calamity at all. And upon this, crying and much grief is what is
required... so look at this noble month, whilst the affair is like this, and
they are playing around and dancing and they neither cry nor grieve and
if they had done that it would have been closer to the (true) situation.”33
It is also known historically that the 12th of Rabīʿ al-Awwal had no special
significance to the Muslims and this day would pass like any other day of
the year during the era of the rightly-guided Caliphs and right through to
the fourth century hijrah in all of the lands of the Muslims. Thus, despite
the factors being present for the mawlid to be practiced whether during
the lifetime of the Prophet () or after his lifetime - due to the
calamitous loss of the Prophet () - it was not done, neither in the
era of the Prophet, nor the era of the Companions and Tābiʿīn and nor the
era of the Righteous Salaf – and this is evidence that it is not from the
religion.

32

Maktabah al-Maʿārif, 1st edition, 1407H (p. 27).
Al-Madkhal (2/15) through Shaykh Ismāʿīl al-Anṣārī in his Risālah Fī Ḥukm alIḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawī.
33
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5th Point of Agreement: It is established with absolute certainty and has
been transmitted through the ummah that the Messenger ()
passed away on the 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal in the 11th year of hijrah.
However, the Muslims have disagreed on the date of birth.
Note: Ibn Hajar al-ʿAsqalānī writes in al-Fatḥ, under his explanation of alBukhārī’s chapter, “History: From where did they commence [the start of
Islamic] history?” - mentioning a reason given for the the choice of the
hijrah as the starting point, “And some of them have brought out the
suitability of the hijrah being [the starting point] and said: The issues
which occurred and which could have been taken as [the starting point]
are four: His birth, his [being made a] messenger, his hijrah and his death.
So they made the hijrah as the best option because the birth and being
made a messenger are not free of dispute regarding the year.34 And as for
the time of death, they turned away from it due to the sadness it brings
about. Thus, it remained only with the hijrah.”35
The point of indication in this statement is the reason why the death of
the Prophet was not made the basis for the start of the Islāmic calender.
The day of the death of the Prophet (), 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal, is a
day that brings sadness and grief upon a Muslim. However, these people
have made it a day for partying, singing, dancing and celebrating alongside all of the unlawful things which are done on this day of freemixing, exaggeration (ghuluww), wastage of wealth, actions resembling
the non-Muslims and what is more, all in disobedience to the Prophet’s
command.

34
35

And in the case of the mawlid, the actual month and day of the month too.
Fatḥ al-Bārī (Maktabah Salafiyyah, 7/268).
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6. Who Invented the Mawlid Celebration?
It is now firmly established by the historians that the first group to
celebrate the birthday of the Prophet () were the Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī
Shīʿite disbelievers and enemies of Islām known as the ʿUbaydiyyah who
ruled over Egypt during the fourth century hijrah. They deceptively
called themselves “Fāṭimiyyah” claiming to be descendants of the
Prophet’s daughter, Fāṭimah al-Zahrāʾ () and were enemies of the
people of Tawḥid and Sunnah. As rulers, they were hated and they tried
to impose their Shiʿīsm upon the Sunnīs through the use of force. Their
origins lie in a Persian Magian of Jewish origin known as Maymūn alQaddāh who is mentioned by Abū Manṣūr al-Baghdādī (d. 429H) in his
book al-Farq Bayn al-Firaq. He was a learned Jewish scholar, a philosopher,
astrologer and was acquainted with the beliefs of various religions as
mentioned by Muḥammad bin Mālik (d. 479H) in his book Kashf Asrār alBātiniyyah. He claimed attachment to Ismāʿīlī Shiʿism and this continued
in his offspring who settled in Morocco (al-Maghrib). They established a
city called al-Mahdiyyah in Tunisia between 297H to 299H so named after
ʿUbaydallāh “al-Mahdi” (d. 322H) who had made his way to Morocco at
the request of a Shīʿite leader called ʿAlī bin Ḥawshab who had been
fighting against the Sunni Muslim state of the Aghālibah for the previous
15-20 years.36 They moved eastwards where they took over Egypt in 362H
and then moved into Shām (Syria). Their dynasty ended in 567H when
their last ruler was killed by Ṣalāh al-Dīn al-ʿAyyūbī () - and the
Shīʿites since that time have never ceased to grieve their loss of power
and expulsion from Egypt. To this day they revile Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn al-ʿAyūbī
and show enmity towards him. When al-Ikhwān al-Muslimūn came to
power in Egypt after the revolution in 2011, the Shīʿites of Egypt rejoiced
36

There were Arabs, Banī Aghlab from the offspring of Banī Tamīm and they
ruled al-Maghrib (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and western Libya) for over a
hundred years between 184-296H. Their founder was Ibrāhīm bin al-Aghlab bin
Sālim and he took power over Egypt during the reign of Hārūn al-Rashīd in 184H
when the state of the Aghālibah became independent from the ʿAbbāsid state.
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and videos can be found of them reciting poetry addressing Ṣalāh al-Dīn
with aspirations of reversing what he had done of humiliating them and
kicking them out of Egypt. In 569H two years after their defeat, they
plotted against Ṣalāh al-Dīn with the aid of the European Crusaders to
have the sons of al-ʿĀḍid - their last ruler who was killed by Ṣalāh al-Dīn return to power. Despite the aid they received from the European
Crusaders in these plots, they were all apprehended and a large number
of them were killed by Ṣalāh al-Dīn.37
The historian Shihāb al-Dīn ʿAbd al-Raḥmān bin Ismāʿīl Abū Shāmah alMaqdisī (d. 665H)38 gave an account of the Bāṭiniyyah ʿUbaydiyyah in
Egypt in his work al-Rawḍatayn Fī Akhbār al-Dawlatayn.39 He mentions how
the last ruler of the Bāṭiniyyah known as al-ʿĀḍid was killed and Egypt
was freed from humiliation in the year 567H when Ṣalāh al-Dīn defeated
and expelled the ʿUbaydiyyah. He proceeded to give a historical account
37

Refer to al-Maqrizī’s work al-Sulūk Li Maʾrifat Dawlat al-Mulūk (1/53).
With the knowledge that the likes of Abū Shāmah praised the action of the
mawlid, ascribing it to al-Muẓaffar of Irbil - but when one reads their statements,
they praised it on account of the charity, good deeds, and atmosphere of
happiness that would be present. However, that does not make it lawful in the
Sharīʿah. Further, it appears that some of those scholars during the 8th and 9th
centuries who praised the mawlid ignored or failed to document - despite their
likely knowledge of it - that the Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlīs were the true originators of the
mawlid celebration. For this reason, those who promote the mawlid are very
careful in their choice of words when they say, “The first to celebrate the
mawlid in its current form was al-Muzaffar of Irbil...” acknowledging, in a
concealed, tactful way, that they do know who the actual originators of this
bidʿah were - but it is not in their interests to point this out to their audience.
Further, the contradiction of these same scholars in that period who spoke of it
as a good bidʿah show their inconsistency and contradiction when at the same
time they refute other innovated actions of worship such as Ṣalāt al-Raghāʾib as
is mentioned later, indicating that they have no consistent principle to return
back to in what determines something to be a good bidʿah or an evil bidʿah - it’s
just a matter of opinion (raʾī).
39
Printed by Dār al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyyah, Lebanon, 1422H. Refer to 2/139 onwards
on the section on the Bāṭiniyyah and their political state in Egypt.
38
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of how the Bāṭiniyyah ʿUbaydiyyah came to power. He said, “The father
of ʿUbayd was from the offspring of al-Qaddāḥ, the Magian (fireworshipping) heretic and it is said that that ʿUbayd’s father was a Jew
from the people of Salamyah in Shām and he was an iron-monger. The
name of ʿUbayd was Saʿīd but when he entered al-Maghrib (Morocco) he
took the name of ʿUbaydullāh and claimed he was an ʿAlawī Fāṭimī and
then claimed a lineage that was not correct... then he took power (over
the area) and called himself the Mahdī and he built the city of alMahdiyyah in Tunisia and it was ascribed to him. He was a vile heretic
(zindīq khabīth) and enemy to Islām, openly proclaiming Shiʿism, using it
as a cover and was eager to end the religion of Islām. 40 He killed a large
group of the jurists, ḥadīth scholars and the righteous people and his
intent was to totally remove them from existence so that the world
would remain like animals, enabling him to corrupt their beliefs and

40

From their evils were claims of knowing the unseen, claiming prophethood
and divinity, erecting tombs over the dead for their veneration and worship,
ordering their subjects to prostrate to their rulers and ordering them to revile
the Companions. They would hang the severed heads of donkeys on the doors
and on other animals and then write the names of the Companions over them.
They would also kill the scholars of the Sunnah. The ʿUbaydiyyah would
exaggerate in their rulers such as their founder, ʿUbaydullāh al-Mahdī and even
raised him to the level of a deity who knew the unseen or whose a sent
messenger. They forced the people to follow the doctrines of the Rāfiḍah and
sought to kill everyone who opposed that. They made it unlawful to give verdicts
uopn the madhhab of Imām Mālik () and anyone who opposed this would be
punished or killed. They would even parade the one they killed in the
marketplaces and announce, “This is the recompense of the one who inclines to
the madhhab of Mālik.” They would invalidate the Sunnah and institue bidʿah to
replace it. One of their rulers, al-Ḥākim bi Amrillāh, claimed to be Allāh in 408H
and was assassinated shortly thereafter in 411H. He also tried to abolish the
zakāh in 400H and tried to alter rulings petaining to the Ḥajj and other symbols
of Islām. The ʿUbaydī rulers would also employ Jewish and Christian ministers as they were allied with the Jews and Christians against the Muslims - and these
ministers would oppress and harm the Sunnī Muslim subjects by working
against their interests. These affairs and more are documented about them in
the history books.
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misguide them, “But Allāh will perfect His light, even if the disbelievers
detest it.” (61:8). His offspring proceeded upon [the same course], making
their affair open when the chance allowed them, otherwise they would
conceal it. Their callers were dispatched to the various lands and would
misguide whomever they were able to misguide of the servants. This
tribulation remained with Islām from the first that their state (was
erected) until its very end and that was between Dhūl-Hijjah 299H to
567H. During the days [of their rule] the Rāfiḍah increased and took
power. Taxes were imposed upon the people and then other [rulers]
folllowed their example. They corrupted the beliefs of many factions who
resided in the mountainous regions in Shām and likewise the Hashāshīn
[in Northern Iran], they were of the same type (as these ones). Their
callers were able to influence these [mountainous] people in a way that
they were not able with others because of their weak minds and their
ignorance. The Europeans took over most of the lands of Shām and the
peninsula until Allāh granted favour to the Muslims through the
[emergence of the] house of al-Atābikī and presented the likes of Ṣalāh alDīn. So they returned the land [back to the Muslims] and ended this
state’s domination of the servants. They were fourteen successive rulers.
Three of them were in Africa, and they are the ones titled al-Mahīd, alQāʾim and al-Manṣūr. Eleven of them were in Egypt and they are the ones
titled, al-Muʿizz, al-ʿAzīz, al-Ḥākim, al-Ẓāhir, al-Mustanṣir, al-Mustaʿlā, alʾĀmir, al-Ḥāfiẓ, al-Ẓāfir, al-Fāʾiz and al-ʿĀḍid. They claim nobility yet their
lineage traces back to a [fire-worshipping] Magian or a Jew, and this
became well-known even amongst the common-folk. As a result they
began to say “Dawlah Fāṭimiyyah” (the Fāṭimid State) and “Dawlah
ʿAlawiyyah” (the ʿAlawite State) whereas in reality it is a “Dawlah
Yahūdiyyah” (Jewish State) or “Majūsiyyah, Bātiniyyah, Mulḥidah”
(Heretical Magian, Bāṭinī state). And they used to command the khaṭībs
(sermon-givers) to announce this on the pulpits and would write it on the
walls of mosques and other places. One of their servants, called Jawhar,
who aided them in conquering the lands of Egypt and building the city of
Cairo for al-Muʿizz (one of their rulers), he wrote a long sermon within
which he said, ‘O Allāh send ṣalāt upon your servant and friend, the fruit
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(thamrah) of Prophethood and the scion of the descendants of the
guiding al-Mahdiyyah,41 Abū Tamīm al-Imām al-Muʿizz li Dīnillāh,42 the
Chief of the Believers, just as you have sent ṣalāt upon his pure
forefathers and his chosen predecessors from the rightly-guided leaders.’
The cursed enemy of Allāh has lied, for there is no goodness in him and
nor in all of his precedessors and nor in his remaining offspring. The
pure descendants of Prophethood are innocent of them, may Allāh have
mercy upon them and their likes from the first generation. Their lineage
and their condition and what they were upon of deception and enmity to
Islām has been explained by a group who preceded from the imāms and
the scholars, and everyone was cautious of them and would not refer to
them except as “Banī ʿUbayd the (false) claimaints,” meaning they would
claim a lineage which they did not possess.” End quote from Abū Shāmah,
the historian.
Ibn Kathīr writes in al-Bidāyah, “In Rabīʿ al-Ākhir of this year (402H) a
tract was written in Baghdād comprising revilement and scorn upon the
lineage of the rulers (the ʿUbaydiyyah) and they are the kings of Egypt.
They claim they are Fāṭimids but are not so. Their lineage returns to
Dīsān bin Saʿīd al-Khurramī.43 A group of scholars, judges, jurists, nobles,
41

A reference to their first state set up in Tunisia.
This is the ʿUbaydī ruler who entered and conquered Egypt in 362H.
43
The Khurramites were a group that emerged in the fifth century hijrah and
they were remnants of the Mazdakians who had fled after Mazdak was killed and
his rule brought to an end centuries earlier. They adopted Shīʿism and were a
radical sect who led a revolt against the ʿAbbāsids because they did not want an
Islāmic state in Persia due to their desire to perputate their Zoroastrian religion
and its political dominance in the past. Abū Muslim al-Khurasānī had earlier led
revolutions against the Banī ʿUmayyah and he was killed during the era of
ʿAbbāsids. It was claimed that Abū Muslim al-Khurasānī had the spirit of Allāh
inside of him, having previously been within Muḥammad () and ʿAlī
(). He was a Persian Zoroastrian nationalist. The name "Khurrāmiyyah" is
said to be derived from the word "red" because these people would wear red
gowns. The Khurramites led a sustained revolt against the ʿAbbāsids, taking over
the lands ruled by them, dividing them and sharing them upon a Communist,
42
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notables, ḥadīth scholars, administrators and righteous wrote in that
regard. All of them testified that the one who appeared in Egypt and he is
Manṣūr bin Nizār who took the title ‘al-Ḥākim [bi Amrillāh]’44 may Allāh
judge destruction, ruin, humiliation, vengeance and extermination upon
him - is the son of Muʿidd the son of Ismāʾīl the son of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān the
son of Saʿīd - may Allāh not make him happy. For when he (Saʿīd) came to
the land of al-Maghrib, he took the name of ʿUbaydullāh and the title of
al-Mahdī... This rejection against their falsehood was common and
widespread in the land of the two Ḥarams and when they first appeared
in al-Maghrib it was also well known and this prevented them from
deceiving anyone with their lie or from anyone being led to believe them
in what they claimed. This one who appeared in Egypt [al-Ḥākim], he and
his predecessors are kuffār (disbelievers), sinners, debauchers, heretics,
zindīqs, invalidators [of Islām], deniers of Islām and they [in reality]
believe in the doctrine of the Dualists and the Magians. They invalidated
the ḥudūd (prescribed punishments), made permissible sexual relations
with those whom it was prohibited, made intoxicants lawful, shed blood,
reviled the Prophets, cursed the Salaf and claimed lordship.”45
Citing the remaining statements of the historians about them would be
lengthy but we will summarize some of their evils:46 Ibn Kathīr (d. 774H)

Socialist type ideology. Ibn al-Qayyim () said, “The worst factions of the
Magians who do not affirm a Creator, nor a resurrection, nor ḥalāl and ḥarām
are the Khurramiyyah, the followers of Babek al-Khurramīy. And upon their
doctrine are factions of the Qarāmiṭah, Ismāʿīliyyah, Nuṣayriyyah and Drūziyyah
and all of the ʿUbaydiyyah who call themselves ‘Fātimiyyah.’ They are the most
disbelieving of disbelievers and do not attach to any religion amongst the
religions nor any legislation amongst the legislations.” Ighāthat ul-Lahafān
(2/247).
44
He claimed he was Allāh - may Allāh’s curse and vengeance be upon him - in
the year 408H and he was eventually killed three years later.
45
Al-Bidāyah wal-Nihāyah (Dār Ibn Kathīr, 13/9 onwards).
46
Refer to the mulhaq (appendix) to al-ʿAwāṣim min al-Qawāsim of Ibn al-ʿArabī
(Maktabah al-Sunnah, 1412H, p. 271 onwards) in the taḥqīq by Muḥibb al-Dīn albidah.com  page 30
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explains that they acquired a lot of wealth whilst they ruled over alMaghrib, Egypt, Shām, Yemen and other places and were the most
tyrannical of rulers. So many evils appeared during their rule and the
righteous, the scholars and worshippers diminished. As a result of their
rule, the Christians, Drūze and Ḥashīshiyyah multiplied in number and
the European Crusaders took control over the entire coastal regions of
Shām. They also killed hordes and nations of people about which only
Allāh knows, they took the women and children of the Muslims captive in
ways that cannot be defined and described and they also plundered the
wealth of the Muslims in a like manner. Abū Bakr al-Bāqillānī (d. 403H)
described them as a people proclaiming Shiʿīsm but concealing pure
disbelief and he described ʿUbdayllāh “al-Mahdī” as a vile Bāṭinī who
desired to end the religion of Islām, to eliminate the scholars and jurists
so that he can misguide the creation and that his offpsring after him took
the same course, that they made lawful intoxicants and shameless deeds
and they spread Shiʿīsm (Rafḍ). Imām al-Ẓahabī (d. 748H) said that alQāʾīm, the son of ʿUbaydullāh was more evil than his father, a cursed
zindīq (heretic) who openly reviled the Prophets and that the
ʿUbaydiyyah were more harmful to Islām than the Tārtars. Abū al-Ḥasan
ʿAlī bin Muḥammad al-Qābisī al-Mālikī (d. 403H) said that those killed by
the ʿUbaydiyyah from the scholars and worshippers in order to prevent
from them invoking Allāh’s pleasure upon the Companions () were
four-thousand who preferred death than to compromise. Ibn Khallikān
(d. 681H) said that they claimed knowledge of the unseen affairs and that
was well known about them. And al-Qāḍī ʿIyāḍ (d. 544H) said that Abū
Muḥammad ʿAbdullāh Ibn Abī Zayd al-Qayrawānī al-Kīzānī (d. 386H) from
the Mālikī scholars was asked about the person in Egypt who is forced to
enter into the call of the ʿUbaydiyyah, whether he is to respond or choose
death. He said that he is to choose death and that no one is to be excused

Khaṭīb added by Maḥmūh Mahdī al-Istānbūlī who cited from these authorities in
unveiling the realities of the ʿUbaydiyyah Bāṭiniyyah.
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in this matter because the situation is one in which the Sharīʿah [of Islām]
is being invalidated and abolished.
The celebration of the mawlid originates with the likes of these
Bāṭiniyyah who were disbelievers, enemies of Allāh, enemies of Islām and
enemies of the Messenger () and his Companions. The Egyptian
historian Taqī al-Dīn al-Maqrīzī (d. 845H) mentions the various days of
celebration taken by the Shiʿites. They would celebrate the birthdays of
the Prophet (), ʿAli (), al-Ḥasan and al-Ḥusayn, Fāṭimah and
that of the current ruler. He said, “And the Faṭimid rulers (khulafā) used
to have days of celebration and festive seasons throughout the year and
they are: The season of the year’s peak, the season of the year’s
beginning, the Day of ʿĀshūrā, the mawlid (birthday) of the Prophet
(), the birthday of ʿAlī bin Abī Ṭālib (), the birthday of alḤasan and the birthday of al-Ḥusayn (), the birthday of Fāṭimah alZahrāʾ (), the birthday of the current ruler, the night of the first of
Rajab and its middle (the fifteenth), and the night of the first of Shaʿbān
and its middle...”47 This is also mentioned by another historian of Egypt
known as Shihāb al-Dīn Abū al-ʿAbbās al-Qalqashandī (d. 821H) who lists
all the gatherings and celebrations that would take place and amongst
them is the sitting for the Prophet’s alleged birth date on 12th Rabīʿ alAwwal. He said, “The Third Sitting: His (the ruler's) Sitting During the
Prophet's Birthday () on the 12th of the month of Rabīʿ alAwwal... And likewise was their affair regarding the birthday of ʿAlī bin
Abī Ṭālib (may Allāh ennoble his face) specifically, in the times known to
them during the year.”48
It is the opinion of some that the first of those to innovate this practice
from the ʿUbaydiyyah was Muʿizz al-Dīn in the year 362H when he

47
48

In al-Khiṭaṭ wal-Āthār (Cairo, 1st edition, 1417H, 2/359)
in his work Subḥ al-Aʿshā (3/502-503)
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entered Egypt.49 He is the founder of al-Azhar university which was so
named after the title of Fāṭimah al-Zahrāʾ, which he masculinized to alAzhar. He was a vile, cursed Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī Shiʿite and these celebrations
were a means to entice people away from the legislated actions of the
Sharīʿah and towards innovations leading to a superficial attachment to
Islām which eventually revolved around veneration of graves and saints
as a means of easy salvation.
In their book al-Muʿizz Li Dīnillāh, authors Ḥasan Ibrāhīm Ḥasan, former
governor of the University of Asyūṭ (Egypt) and Ṭāhā Aḥmad Sharaf write
under the chapter heading, “Gatherings and Celebrations,” the following:
“The Fāṭimids operated on the basis of gaining respect from their
subjects and adopted this political method in the land of Morocco. Their
successors in Egypt exaggerated in establishing celebratory gatherings
whose organization they had an aptitude for. They would establish
events, especially in the various regions of Cairo. Al-Muʿizz and whoever
came after him from the succeeding rulers would celebrate through the
Friday prayer from what we have seen and the two ʿĪd prayers and in
saying farewell to the military dispatchments. Just as they also used to
celebrate the day of ʿĀshūrāʾ and the birthdays of some of their [alleged]
leaders such as ʿAlī bin Abī Ṭālib, Fāṭimah al-Zahrāʾ, the daughter of the
Messenger and the wife of ʿAlī, and the birthday of al-Ḥasan and alḤusayn. Just as they also used to celebrate other days which
distinguished them from the Sunnīs such as ʿĪd al-Ghadīr, the birthday of
their current ruler and they would also have other celebrations besides
these. For example, the 1st of Rajab, the 15th of Rajab, the 1st of Shaʿbān,
the 15th of Shaʿbān and the 1st of Ramaḍān. They would also participate
with other inhabitants in their celebrations such as the Conquest of the
Gulf, and ʿĪd al-Nayrūz (Persian New Year). They would also participate
49

The Egyptian Christian Copts used to celebrate the birthday of ʿĪsā () in
the fourth month of their calendar and these Ismāʿīlī Shīʿites likely imitated
them by setting up birthday celebrations for the Ahl al-Bayt as a display of their
apparent love for Ahl al-Bayt.
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with the [Christian] Copts in celebrating the Epiphany festival and the
Maundy Thursday festival and others. We observe a number of things
from all of these festivals, from them: That al-Muʿizz Li Dīnillāh was the
first who brought all these celebrations to Egypt and he worked to spread
them by throwing exquisite banquets to celebrate them. He used to lay
out carpets of food in the palace of the khilāfah and also in the mosques.
His successors followed the same way after him... The Fāṭimids used to
take these celebrations as a means of drawing the citizens towards them
and this is why al-Muʿizz would participate with the [Christian] Copts in
celebrating the Epiphany festival, Maundy Thursday, Christmas and
others... Added to that, al-Muʿizz also used to celebrate the new hijri year,
the mawlid of the Prophet (), the nights of the 1st and 15th of
Rajab and the nights of 1st and 15th of Shaʿbān and the 1st of Ramaḍān so
that the souls of the Sunnīs would not be stirred and he would try to
bridge the gap between the foundations of the Sunnīs and the doctrines
of the Shiʿites. In a like manner, al-Muʿizz Li Dīnillāh used to employ
these exaggerated celebrations for what he had set out to do of spreading
the foundational elements of the Ismāʿīlī (Shīʿite) way and its doctrines.
Hence, he used to celebrate the day of ʿĀshūrāʾ in order to revive the
mention of al-Ḥusayn () and also the birthday of the present ruler. In
this way al-Muʿizz took these celebrations as a means to draw people to
himself and to spread the Ismāʿīlī doctrine.” End quote. It should be
clarified that the exact date as to when the ʿUbaydiyyah initiated these
festivals is unknown and their rule in Egypt lasted just over 2 centuries
from 362H to 567H. When al-Maqrīzī mentioned these celebrations in alKhiṭaṭ, he stated, “A mention of the days which the Fatimid rulers used to
take as days of celebration and seasons in which the subjects were given
increase and showered with favours.”50 Thus the exact date of the
invention of the Mawlid celebration is not known.

50

In al-Khiṭaṭ wal-Āthār (Cairo, 1st edition, 1417H, 2/347)
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From those who affirm these historical facts about the origin of the
mawlid celebration are the former muftī of Egypt, Shaykh Muḥammad
bin Bakhīṭ al-Muṭīʿī (d. 1354H)51 and Shaykh ʿAlī Maḥfūẓ (d. 1361H)52 who
was another major scholar from al-Azhar in Egypt.
These celebrations were later taken up by Sunnī rulers who had been
affected by Ṣufism53 in the 7th century hijrah some of whom would spend
51

In his book Aḥsan al-Kalāam Fīmā Yataʿallaq bil-Sunnah wal-Bidʿah min al-Aḥkām
(1329H, Jamāliyyah, Egypt) Shaykh al-Muṭīʿī writes, “And from that which has
been invented (newly-introduced) and about which questions have increased are
the birthdays (mawaalid). So we say: The first to introduce them in Cairo, were
the Fāṭimid rulers, and the first of them was al-Muʿizz Li Dinillah, he advanced
from al-Maghrib (Morocco) to Egypt in Shawwāl of 361H, and reached the port of
Alexandria in Shaʿbān of 362H. He entered Cairo with seven [days] remaining of
the month of Ramaḍān in that year. They then innovated six birthday
(celebrations): The Prophet's birthday, the birthday of the chief of the believers,
ʿAlī bin Abī Ṭālib, the birthday of Sayyidah Fāṭimah al-Zahrāʾ, the birthday of alḤasan and the birthday of al-Ḥusayn and the birthday of the presently serving
ruler. These birthday (celebrations) remained as customs until they were
invalidated by al-Afḍal, son of the chief of armies whose father was the chief of
armies and had come from Shām to Egypt during the rulership of al-Mustanṣir
Billāh upon his invitation to him.” (pp. 59-60).
52
In his book al-Ibdāʿ Fī Maḍārr al-Ibtidāʿ (Maktabah al-Rushd, 1421H) Shaykh ʿAlī
Maḥfūz writes, “The Fourth Chapter. Regarding the Birthday Celebrations and
the First to Introduce Them. It is said that the first to introduce them in Cairo
where the Fāṭimid rulers in the fourth century and they innovated six birthday
celebrations: The Prophet's birthday, the birthday of Imām ʿAlī bin Abī Ṭālib
(), the birthday of Sayyidah Fāṭimah al-Zahrāʾ (), the birthday of alḤasan and al-Ḥusayn () and the birthday of the presently serving ruler.
These birthday (celebrations) remained as customs until they were invalidated
by al-Afḍal, son of the chief of armies. Then they were brought back in the
rulership of al-ʾĀmir bi Aḥkāmillāh in 524H after the people had forgotten them.
The first to introduce the Prophetic Mawlid in the city of Irbil was the king,
Muẓaffar Abu Saʿīd in the seventh century and the practice of the mawlid has
continued to this day of ours. The people have taken liberties regarding it and
have innovated everything their souls have desired and with which the devils
from men and jinn have inspired to them.” (p.231).
53
There is a strong connection between Shiʿism and Ṣūfism and many of the
doctrines and practices found with the Ṣūfis have their origins with the Shīʿītes.
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lavishly on such celebrations. It is reported that in the year 625H, the
ruler of Irbil, al-Muẓaffar Abū Saʿīd al-Kawkabūrī al-Turkmānī, celebrated
the mawlid and it is mistakingly believed that he was the first to initiate
this practice. These celebrations - aside from being wicked innovations
from the enemies of Islām - comprised a lot of oppositions to the Sharīʿah
such that even those who considered it a good practice54 declared it
unlawful in the presence of these oppositions.
6th Point of Agreement: The first to innovate and practice birthday
celebrations of the Ahl al-Bayt inclusive of the Prophet () were
the descendants of the fire-worshipping Magians or Jews who were
enemies to Islām, enemies to the Prophet () and enemies of the
Companions and to the people of the Sunnah. They were hypocrites,
disbelievers who desired to undermine and destroy Islām. They killed the
Sunnī jurists, ḥadīth scholars and righteous and forcefully imposed their
Shīʿism and their innovations on to the masses. They would celebrate the
festivals of the Persians and Christians. To please the Sunnī masses they
also celebrated the Prophet’s mawlid as a means of drawing people to
them and their Ismāʿīlī Shīʿite doctrines.

54

This is an erroneous view since the birthday celebration in its foundation is an
evil innovation in Islām and on that count alone it is unlawful - and as for the
evils that are found in these celebrations such as free-mixing between men and
women, wastage of wealth, exaggeration in the status of the Prophet ()
and statements of shirk where divine qualities are given to the Prophet - then all
of that is a burden of sin on top of the burden of sin for the original innovation
behind all of this evil.
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7. All Disputes Must Be Referred Back to Allāh and His
Messenger
This is a Sharīʿah principle, that all disputes between the Muslims must
be referred back to Allāh and His Messenger and not the saying of
anyone else. This is part and parcel of love for Allāh and His Messenger
and is a proof that a person’s love is genuine. Allāh said:

ﳍ ﳏ ﳐ ﳑﳒ ﳓ ﳔ ﳕ ﳖ ﳗ
ﳄ ﳅ ﳆ ﳇ ﳈﳉﳊ ﳋ ﳌ ﳎ
ﳜ ﳞ ﳟ ﳠ ﳡﳢ
ﳝ
ﳘ ﳙ ﳚﳛ
O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger , and those
of you (Muslims) who are in authority. (And) if you differ in
anything amongst yourselves, refer it to Allah and His Messenger,
if you believe in Allah and in the Last Day. That is better
and more suitable for final determination. (4:59)
And Allāh () also said:

ﲾ ﲿﳀ ﳁﳂ ﳃ ﳄ ﳆ
ﳅ
And in anything over which you disagree - its ruling is [to be referred] to
Allah. (42:10).
And Allāh () also said:

ﲬ ﲭ ﲮ ﲯ ﲰ ﲱ ﲲ ﲳ ﲴﲵ ﲶ ﲷ
ﲸ ﲹ ﲺ ﲻ ﲼ ﲽ ﲾﲿ
But no, by your Lord, they will not have true faith until they make
you, [O Muḥammad], judge concerning that over which they
dispute among themselves and then find within
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themselves no discomfort from what you have
judged and submit in [full, willing] submission. (4:65).
Thus, when a matter is differed over - such as our issue of celebrating the
mawlid - then it is not permissible to refer this matter to other than Allāh
(His Book) and His Messenger (his Sunnah). Only the saying of Allāh and
His Messenger is a ḥujjah (proof) and likewise the consensus (ijmāʾ) of the
Companions.55 As for the saying of anyone else, it is not a ḥujjah. Thus,
either a person brings a verse from the Qurʾan, a ḥadīth from the Prophet
() or the consensus of the Companions or he has no proof with
him at all. Whilst the opposer may agree with this point verbally, when it
comes down to argument, it will become clear that the one who tries to
justify celebration of the mawlid violates this principle, and will rely
upon the statements of the later scholars, seven hundred years after the
Prophet (). And this demonstrates how weak and unstable the
situation is for them. Because if they had brought statements from Abū
Ḥanīfah, Mālik, al-Shāfīʿī and Aḥmad from only a century or two after the
Prophet () one could say they have done well - and even then, the
saying of these four Imāms is not an independent proof in the religion.
But when you are seven hundred years out, it proves that desires are
being followed in reality.
7th Point of Agreement: It is obligatory to refer all disputes back to Allāh
and His Messenger (). Whoever rejects this Sharīʿah principle has
opposed and belied the Qurʾān. It is a condition of faith and from the way
of the Believers to refer judgement in disputes to Allāh (His Book) and His
Messenger (his Sunnah) and to humbly accept the judgement of Allāh
and His Messenger when they have determined a matter.

55

Or the saying of a Companion when there is no oppositiont to it from other
Companions in the view of a group of scholars.
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Seven Points of Agreement
We have now established seven points which no Muslim is allowed to
contest and which everyone must agree to at least verbally before any
further discussion is entered into:
1. Loving the Prophet () only has one way and that is to
follow his Sunnah, obey his command and avoid his prohibition.
2. The Companions, Successor, the Four Imāms and the Righteous
Salaf did not know or practice the Mawlid celebration and nor
did any text bring their attention to the notion of celebrating the
Mawlid.
3. The religion is complete and perfect and no belief, statement or
action which brings a person closer to Paradise was neglected by
the Prophet () and omitted from the Sharīʿah of Islām.
4. The Prophet () warned against, without exception, every
religious innovation through which nearness to Allāh is sought
and the Companions, Tābiʿīn and Salaf amplified this warning.
5. The Prophet () passed on to His Lord on 12th Rabīʿ alAwwal in the eleventh year of hijrah as a firmly established
historical fact. As for his birth date it is inconclusive and not
agreed upon.
6. The descendants of the Persian Magians and Jews - the
disbelieving Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī Shīʿite hypocrites were the inventors
of birthday celebrations in Islām from which is the celebration of
the Mawlid. They performed this to deceive the Sunnī Muslims. A
couple of centuries later, this practice was found encouragement
from within Ṣūfī circles.
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7. Dispute about this issue must be referred back to the Book of
Allāh and the Sunnah of His Messenger and the consensus of the
Companions for judgement and anyone who tries to argue
through other than this route is misguided, intending to
misguide others.
It is important to keep these points of agreement in mind because
through them - as we see the argument develop - we will see the reality
of those people who claim to love Allāh () and His Messenger
() yet they are disputants to Allāh and His Messenger. This is
because what they say or practice necessitates revilement upon Allāh, His
religion, His Messenger, the Companions and the Righteous Salaf as a
whole. They claim to believe Islām is complete and perfect and that the
Messenger fulfilled his trust, yet contradict this belief in their statements
and actions. They claim to love the Messenger of Allāh () but seek
to find every way or argument to justify opposing his command. It will be
observed that despite coming to a verbal agreement on all these points at
the start of the discussion, as we systematically work through their
doubts, we will see them blatantly contradicting these points.
Thus, any argument with any person who claims the mawlid celebration
is from Islām must not commence until this person has been forced to
admit and agree to these points. Their doubts and arguments must not be
listened to nor entertained until and unless they agree to each of these
points. This puts them in an extremely awkward position from the very
beginning.
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Doubts Used to Justify the Mawlid Celebration
Since history cannot be distorted of falsified very easily and there is zero
evidence or documentation of the practice of the mawlid in the era of the
best of generations, the Innovators from the Ṣūfīs who took this practice
from the Shīʿites invented sophistries and distorted some of the texts of
the Qurʾān and the Sunnah in their attempts to legitimize this practice
brought into Islām by the Bātinī Ismāʿīlī Shiʿite disbelievers. Just as they
also rely upon the statements of some of the later Scholars, after the 7 th
century hijrah, who mentioned the mawlid in a praiseworthy light. In the
way that they argue for this practice, a blatant contradiction emerges.
First, they are forced to acknowledge it is a bidʿah in the religion. Second,
to get around this, they claim it is a bidʿah ḥasanah. But then, thirdly,
they try to use certain ḥadīths as proof for the mawlid. This contradicts
their first argument that it is a bidʿah ḥasanah. If there are genuine
proofs for the mawlid then it would not be a bidʿah ḥasanah, but a
legitimate Sunnah practice or it would fall into the ruling of mubāḥ,
mustaḥabb or wājib through textual evidence . Hence, the contradiction
is apparent. Thus only one method can be used to argue, not both at the
same time.
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The Two Contradictory Paths
As has preceded, those who argue in favour of the celebration of the
mawlid have two contradictory methods of arguing for it.
The first path is taken by those who are honest enough to admit that
celebrating the mawlid is indeed an innovation (bidʿah) not known by the
Righteous Salaf of the first three centuries of Islām. Upon this, they can
only argue for it through the route of claiming that there is bidʿah
ḥasanah (good innovation) in the religion. Hence, they bring arguments
to justify this concept. Thereafter, they are able to argue indirectly for
the mawlid. This is an indirect argument not a specific, direct argument.
The second path is taken by those who claim there is evidence for
celebrating the mawlid in the Sunnah, whether in a general or specific
sense. This approach is contradictory and incompatible with the first
approach. It is used by those who distort the texts in horrendous ways
with very far-fetched attempts at claiming that a particular text is
specific proof for celebrating the Prophet’s birthday. When one looks the
these texts, upon the simplest of reflections, one can see that that they
have very little connection, if any at all, to the issue of celebrating the
mawlid and are just attempts at deceiving the ignorant.
Most often you will find people using both approaches. When one fails
they will try the other, indicating their contradiction and bankruptcy in
evidence. If it is claimed that there is evidence for it in the Sunnah, then
it cannot be a bidʿah ḥasanah, since whatever has proof from the Sunnah
is either permissible (mubāḥ), recommended (mustaḥabb) or obligatory
(wājib) and does not enter into the realm of bidʿah.
Illustration of Contradiction and Confusion
Muḥammad ʿAlawī al-Mālikī, the blazing Sūfī, wrote, “Celebrating the
mawlid, even though it was not present in the era of the Prophet
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- and thus it is an innovation - but it is a good [innovation]
because it comes under sharīʿah evidences and comprehensive
principles.”56 First, we have an acknowledgement that it is indeed a
bidʿah and unknown to the Prophet and his Companions and the Salaf.
But then he declares it a good bidʿah. Here, it has to be established that
the concept of good bidʿah as it relates to matters of worship and getting
closer to Allāh through innovated matters of worship is legitimate. This
is discussed further below and it is already agreed upon that this is futile
and is a revilement upon the religion, there is no such concept in Islām, it
was not taught by the Prophet () or known to the Companions that something was left which the Muslims needed to become closer to
Allāh - this clashes with the texts. Next, al-Mālikī says, justifying why it
is a good innovation, “because it comes under sharīʿah evidences and
comprehensive principles.”
()

And here is the contradiction. If it comes under such evidences and
principles, then it will have the ruling of permissible (mubāḥ),
recommended (mustaḥabb) or obligatory (wājib) in the Sharīʿah and it
would not be spoken of as an innovation. What al-Mālikī and those like
him have fallen into is to confuse between a) the wasāʾīl (ways and
means) that help fulfil clearly defined objectives (maqāṣīd) whose rulings
in the Sharīʿah are recommended or obligatory and b) innovations in
matters of devotion and worship. Building schools or hospitals (for
education and public health, both of which are recommended) and
compiling the Qurʾān into a single book (for preserving Islām which is
obligatory) are from the first type - they are not sought in and of
themselves but are ways and means by which something already known
to be recommended or obligatory is fulfilled. As for gaining nearness to
Allāh by celebrating the birthday, this is sought as an act of worship in
and of itself and it has no basis in any text, neither in a general sense or
specific sense.
56

Ḥawl al-Iḥtifāl bil-Mawlid (p. 19).
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The point here is that either you have to prove that the concept of bidʿah
ḥasanah in novel forms of worship and getting closer to Allāh is valid and
true and proven by the texts - after which you can indirectly prove the
mawlid celebration to be legitimate, so this is one approach. Or you have
to argue that celebrating the mawlid is permissible, recommended or
obligatory by virtue of evidences in the Qurʾān and the Sunnah - and so
here the label of bidʿah would not even come into it. You cannot combine
both approaches as that is a contradiction.
The explanation of this is elaborated upon in more detail in the sections
to follow on bidʿah ḥasanah and the erroneous and self-defeating
approach of dividing bidʿah into the five rulings (ḥarām, makrūh, mubāḥ,
mustaḥabb, wājib).
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The Quick, Definitive, Decisive, General Answer
The quickest and easiest refutation of all of their doubts simultaneously
is simply to say that if the Qurʾānic verse or Prophetic ḥadīth or general
Sharīʿah principle which they claim is a proof for establishing the mawlid
is in fact so and is as they claim it is, then Abū Bakr, ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī
and the rest of the Companions () would have preceded them in it as
they read these revealed texs before anyone else and no one is more
eager for goodness than them and more loving of the Prophet ()
than them. Therefore, this practice of celebrating the mawlid, along with
its alleged evidences would have been conveyed to us just like every
other act of worship has been conveyed to us and it would have found its
way in the speech, writings and works of the Scholars of fiqh, tafsīr and
ḥadīth in the second and third centuries hijrah. Just like we see that the
two ʿĪd celebrations and all the rulings pertaining to them have been
transmitted and are found in the books of fiqh, ḥadīth, tafsīr and sīrah
and in the speech and writings of the scholars of jurisprudence from the
Salaf. Since that is completely non-existent for the mawlid and does not
show up in the historical record except at the hands of the Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī
Shīʿite disbelievers and descendants of the Magians and Jews during or
after 4th century hijrah in Egypt, it is known by necessity that these texts from
the Qurʾān and the Sunnah are being distorted and misinterpreted and hence, it
is only one of two affairs: The first, that the Companions, Successors, the
Four Imāms and the Salaf neglected a right (ḥaqq) of the Prophet
() and did not become wise to it through the texts in the Qurʾān
and the Sunnah which they were aware of. Or the second, that there is
nothing in these texts at all which indicates the permissibility of this
practice but these texts are simply being distorted and twisted for the
sole objective of justifying something unknown to the Companions, the
Successors, the Four Imāms and the Righteous Salaf as a whole.
It is known that it cannot be the first of the two situations and the
Innovators will be forced to concede this as they cannot come out openly
and revile the Companions in such a way. Thus it is established that every
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evidence used by the innovators is futile by their own admission. That’s
the quick and general answer, the undeniable historical facts invalidate
the attempted distortion of the texts and it is not necessary to start
wrangling about any specific alleged evidence.
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Answers to Specific Doubts
As for the specific doubts, they are very many and at the head of them is
the claim of their being bidʿah ḥasanah in the religion and connected to
this is the division of bidʿah into mubāh, mustaḥabb, wājib, makrūḥ and
ḥarām. These are indirect methods of justifying the celebration of the
mawlid and not specific, definitive arguments for it. These two methods
are relied upon because there are no specific evidences for celebrating
the mawlid and the other arguments used by them are weak, far-fetched
and amount to distortion of texts. So we will look at these two doubts in
some detail first.
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The Claim of Bidʿah Ḥasanah
This is a broad tactical way used to justify innovations in general and
comprises the claim that there is bidʿah ḥasanah (good innovation) in the
religion. If this can be established, then it can be argued that there is no
harm in celebrating the mawlid because it is a praiseworthy bidʿah not a
blameworthy one.
First, this clashes with the point that was agreed earlier. The Prophet
() said, “By Him in whose hand is my soul. I have not left anything
which brings you closer to Paradise and distances you from the Hellfire except
that I have commanded you with it and I have not left anything which brings you
closer the Hellfire and distances you from Paradise except that I have prohibited
you from it.”57 So either Muḥammad ibn ʿAbdullāh, the final Messenger,
sent with the final, complete, perfect religion and sharīʿah is speaking the
truth or the one who tries to justify the celebration of the mawlid as a
means of nearness to Allāh is speaking the truth. Both cannot be
speaking the truth, “I have not left anything which brings you closer to
Paradise and distances you from the Hellfire except that I have commanded you
with it” - the answer is left for the reader.
Second, this clashes with the explicit statement of the Messenger
(), “Every innovation is misguidance.” The Messenger described
every newly invented matter which has no basis in the religion58 as evil
(sharr) and misguidance (ḍalālah). There occurs in the ḥadīth of Jābir,
“The worst of affairs and the newly-invented matters” and in the ḥadīth of alʿIrbāḍ, “Beware of the newly-invented affairs for every newly-invented matter is
an innnovation.” And in the ḥadīth of Ibn Masʿūd, “Every innovation is
57

Reported by al-Ṭabarānī, al-Bayḥaqī and Ibn Abī Shaybah and refer to Silsilah
al-Ṣaḥīḥah (no. 1803).
58
Birthday celebrations have no basis in the religion and they do not even have
any basis in the practice of the Arabs in Jāhiliyyah, prior to Islām and nor in any
previous revealed legislation.
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misguidance.” How can anyone intelligent say that from evil (sharr) and
misguidance (ḍalālah) is that which is good (ḥasan) and praiseworthy
(maḥmūd)? No intelligent person says this. Further, this is a
generalization and unless there is an exception from the speech of the
Prophet himself, it is to be left upon its generalization. So where is the
exception or the qualification in the speech of the Prophet himself?
There is none. ʿAbdullāh bin ʿUmar () said, “Every innovation is
misguidance, even if the people consider it to be something good.”59
Third, if it is argued that the word “all” (kullu) in Arabic is not always
absolute and that the Prophet () could not have intended every
innovation because that would mean ʿUmar’s re-enactment of the
Tarāwīh prayer and ʿUthmān’s compilation of the Qurʾān were
reprehensible innovations for which they would be condemned. The
answer to this feeble doubt is that is is based upon not distiguishing
between the linguistic (lughawiyy) meaning of the word bidʿah and the
legislative (sharʿīyy) meaning and not verifying which of the two the
Prophet () intended when he used this word.
So the taḥqīq (verification) in this matter is that the Prophet ()
only ever intended the legislative meaning and not the linguistic
meaning when he used the word bidʿah. As for the linguistic meaning
which is, “a newly-invented thing that which has no prior example” this is
general for all things, whether religious or otherwise, whether
praiseworthy or blameworthy, since the key underlying concept is that
which has no prior example. But the Prophet () never intended the
word bidʿah with this meaning, rather he only ever intended it with its
special legislative meaning. The proof for this is in the ḥadīth of ʿĀʾishah
() which defines and explains the usage of the word bidʿah, “Whoever
introduced into this affair of ours that which is not from it will have it rejected.”
59

Reported by al-Lālikāʾī (no. 126) al-Bayḥaqī in al-Madkhal ilā al-Sunan (p. 191)
and others.
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This ḥadīth outlines three characteristics of the bidʿah intended by the
Prophet () in the rest of his statements.


The first is to introduce (man aḥdatha): Introducing something
new (iḥdāth). At this point, this could refer to all innovations,
whether religious or otherwise, praiseworthy or blameworthy. So
to avoid ambiguity the Prophet () clarified further and in
the next few words restricted it only to religious matters.



So the second is to ascribe it to the religion (fī amrinā hādhā):
Ascribing it to the religion (iḍāfah). This has now been made
specific to the religion, it is whatever is ascribed to the Sharīʿah
after its introduction. This would exclude all matters of sin and
disobedience since no one ascribes these affairs to the Sharīʿah.
Just as it excludes all innovations in worldly matters. But some
affairs might have a basis in the Sharīʿah - so to exclude these
affairs from being condemned, the Prophet () clarified
further in the words that follow.



The third is that which does not have any evidence (mā laysa
minhu): Lacking a Sharīʿah evidence (ʿadm al-dalīl al-sharʿīyy) in
either a) a general sense or b) a specific sense. This means that
the bidʿah does not have any general or specific evidence from
the Sharīʿah. As an illustration of evidence in the general sense,
the compilation of the Qurʾān into a single book (muṣhaf) comes
under a non-specific general proof which is preservation of the
religion. Preservation of the religion is obligatory (wājib) and this
cannot be done except by preservation of the integrity of the
Qurʾān. Putting it into a single book is from the ways and means
through which this is achieved and the wasāʾīl (ways and means)
take the same rulings as the maqāṣid (objectives). So this is
excluded from the bidʿah intended by the Messenger because it
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has a basis in a general evidence.60 As for evidence in a specific
sense, it is the action of ʿUmar in re-enacting the Tarāwīh prayer.
This has a specific proof in the Sunnah, the Prophet ()
performed it for three nights in Ramaḍān but left it out of fear
that it might become obligatory and cause hardship to his
ummah because revelation was still being sent down. In these
two cases, these actions are only bidʿah in the linguistic meaning
of the word. No one prior to ʿUthmān put the Qurʾān into a single
book. And no one prior to ʿUmar brought the people together
behind a single imām for the Tarāwīḥ prayer in Ramaḍān after it
had been abandoned. Linguistically, we can see these actions
were innovations but legislatively, they are not innovations and
not blameworthy.
So this completes the definition of bidʿah in the Sharīʿah and it becomes
clear that birthday celebrations do not have any general or specific
evidence from the Sharīʿah and thus come under the legislative definition
of bidʿah. It is also on the basis of this ḥadīth of ʿĀʾishah () from
where the standard definition of bidʿah has been taken and explained by
Imām al-Shāṭibī. He said, “[The word] innovation (bidʿah) then is an
expression of a path taken in religion which is invented and resembles
the Sharīʿah and by whose practice exaggeration in worshipping Allāh,
60

There is no general evidence for birthday celebrations in any sharīʿah revealed
by Allāh (). If someone was to claim that loving and respecting the Prophet
has a general evidence and from the ways and means is to celebrate his birthday,
this is rejected because the ways and means of loving and respecting the Prophet
have been qualified and explained in detail and were not neglected because this,
in and of itself, comprises worship of Allāh because it is taken as a means of
nearness to Allāh. But as for putting the Qurʾān into a single book, this is not
worship in and of itself but simply one of the wasāʾil to achieve a desired
Sharīʿah objective. Thus, it was not desired in and of itself, as an act of worship,
but was a means to facilitate an obligatory goal. As for birthday celebrations,
they are taken, in and of themselves, as nearness and worship and are sought out
in the same way that all other legitimate acts of worship are sought out until the
impression is given that this action itself is legislated and is wājib or mustaḥabb.
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the Exalted, is intended.”61 With this definition, worldly innovations such
as manufacturing cars, airplanes, washing machines and what is similar
are excluded because no on takes them as a path in the religion through
which nearness is sought to Allāh.
However many of the later scholars took the mention of the word bidʿah
in the Sunnah upon its linguistic meaning and thought that unless it is
restricted and qualified it would mean that inventions in worldly affairs
would be condemned and likewise some of the actions of the rightlyguided Caliphs62 would be considered blameworthy innovations. Upon
this erroneous notion, they mixed between the linguistic and legislative
meaning and then began to classify bidʿah into the well known five
categories of rulings to separate them out. This will be looked at in more
detail in the next section. However, at this point, it is clear that the word
“all” (kullu) in the ḥadīths is absolute and unrestricted because the word
bidʿah is used only in its legislative sense as made clear by other
statements of the Messenger () and as clearly understood by the
Companions and Successors. Hence, there is no room for this argument.
To support this explanation, here are statements of some of the Scholars:
Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī said, “As for innovations (bidaʿ), it is the plural of
innovation (bidʿah) and it is everything which does not have any prior
example. Linguistically, [the word] encompasses what is both
praiseworthy and blameworthy. In the usage of the people of the
legislation it is specifically for what is blameworthy and if it is used in
connection to what is praiseworthy, then it is upon its linguistic
meaning.”63 Ibn Kathīr said, “And bidah is of two types. Sometimes it can
61

Al-Iʿtiṣām (taḥqīq, M. Salmān, Maktabah al-Tawḥḥīd, 1/43).
Such as re-enacting the Tarawīḥ prayer, or the compilation of the Qurʾān or
the addition of the first aẓān for Jumuʿah. These actions actually do have a
general or specific basis in the Shariʿah and cannot be considered innovations
and thus do not come under the ḥadīth of ʿĀʾishah ().
63
Fatḥ al-Bārī (Maktabah Salafiyyah print, 13/278).
62
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be a legislative innovation (bidʿah sharʿiyyah), such as his saying, ‘Every
newly-invented matter is an innovation and every innovation is misguidance’
and sometimes it can be a linguistic innovation (bidʿah lughawiyyah),
such as the saying of Amīr al-Muʾminīn ʿUmar bin al-Khaṭṭāb, ()
about his bringing them together for the tarawih prayer and their
continuance upon that, ‘What an excellent innovation this is’.”64 ʿAbd alRaḥīm al-Mubārakfūrī says, “For his saying (), ‘Every innovation is
misguidance’ is from the concise, profound words (jawāmiʿ al-kalim),
nothing exits from them and it is a mighty foundation from the
foundations of the religion. As for what occurs in the speech of some of
the Salaf of considering some of the innovations to be good, then that is
in relation to linguistic (usage of) bidʿah, not the Sharīʿah (usage). From
(the examples) of that is the saying of ʿUmar () regarding the
Tarāwiḥ (prayer), ‘What an excellent innovation’.”65
As for the ḥadīth reported by Muslim, “Whoever sets a good precedent in
Islām will have the reward for it and the reward of those who acted upon it
without any reduction in their reward,” then when one refers to the full
incident, it was said in the context of a delegation of poor people who
came and the Prophet () advised the Companions to give charity.
A man rushed home and came back with a bag of charity and then his
example was followed by others.66 The “enactment” here is with respect
64

Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-Aẓīm (Dar Tayyibah, 1422H, 1/398).
Tuḥfat al-Aḥwazi bi Sharḥ al-Tirmidhī (7/366).
66
Here is the full text of the ḥadīth: Al-Mundhir bin Jarīr reported on the
authority of his father: “While we were in the company of the Messenger of
Allāh () in the early hours of the morning, some people came there
(who) were barefooted, naked, wearing striped woollen clothes, or cloaks, with
their swords hung (around their necks). Most of them, in fact, all of them,
belonged to the tribe of Mudar. The colour of the face of the Messenger of Allāh
() underwent a change when he saw them in poverty. He then entered
(his house) and came out and commanded Bilāl (to pronounce adhān). He
pronounced adhān and iqāmah, and he (the Prophet) observed prayer (along
with his Companions) and then addressed (them reciting verses of the Qurʾān):
‘O mankind, fear your Lord, Who created you from a single being’ to the end of
65
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to an affair that is already legislated, giving charity, and the man from
the Anṣār did something no one else preceded him in. He went home and
brought a bag full of money to give in charity. So there is no proof in this
ḥadīth for the concept of bidʿah ḥasanah. The meaning of this ḥadīth is
whoever set a good precedent in an action that is already sanctioned in
the Sharīʿah will have the reward of all those who followed him in that.
For example, if man saved a year’s savings then travelled to a country to
build wells for the poor in the desert-regions and then a group of others
followed his example, saving one year of their wealth and travelling to
countries to build wells for the poor, then that man will have their
reward as well as his own without anything diminishing from their
reward for their good deed. Nothing here about imitating Christians or
disbelieving Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī Shīʿite Persian-Jewish originating enemies of
Islām by performing birthday celebrations.
Also the statement of ʿUmar bin al-Khaṭṭāb in relation to the reenactment of the Tarāwīḥ prayer, “What an excellent innovation this is”
is not a proof because the action had been performed by the Prophet
() for three nights before abandoning it out of the fear that it
the verse, ‘Allāh is ever a Watcher over you’ (4:1). (He then recited) a verse of
Sūrah al-Ḥashr, ‘Fear Allaah and let every soul consider that which it sends forth
for the morrow and fear Allāh’ (59:18). (Then the audience began to vie with one
another in giving charity.) Some donated a dinar, others a dirham, still others
clothes, some donated a measure of wheat, some a measure of dates; till he (the
Prophet) said: ‘(Bring) even if it is half a date.’ Then a person from among the
Anṣār came there with a money bag which his hands could scarcely lift, in fact,
which they could not (lift). Then the people followed continuously (following the
example of this man), till I saw two heaps of eatables and clothes, and I saw the
face of the Messenger () glistening, like gold (on account of joy). The
Messenger of Allāh () said: ‘He who sets a good precedent in Islām, there
is a reward for him for this (act of goodness) and reward of that also who acted
according to it subsequently, without any deduction from their rewards; and he
who sets in Islām an evil precedent, there is upon him the burden of that, and
the burden of him also who acted upon it subsequently, without any deduction
from their burden’.”
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might be made obligatory. So ʿUmar revived an action that is already
from the religion with specific evidence and did not innovate into the
religion that which was not from it. His use of the word bidʿah was with a
purely linguistic meaning. No one before him had revived this practice
after it had been abandoned, he was the first to revive it and his act of
revival was labelled a bidʿah in the linguistic sense. The celebration of
birthdays does not have any basis in the Sharīʿah at all, fundamentally,
unlike the tarāwīh prayer in Ramaḍān and giving charity. Rather, it has a
basis in the fabricated and distorted legislations of the pagans and
disbelievers and is unknown in Islām and unknown even to the pagan
Arabs prior to Islām in the days of Jāhiliyyah.
It should also be noted that many of the Scholars who employ the term
bidʿah ḥasanah are referring either to that which has a specific basis in
the Sharīʿah like the revival of the Tarāwīh prayer or the ways and means
to attain objectives which are mustaḥabb or wājib or to worldly affairs
that are permissible and hence in reality, their usage of the term “bidʿah”
is redundant and unnecessary. At the same time, many of these scholars
also refute innovations in worship that outwardly appear to be good and
therefore fall into contradiction, refuting some innovations, but
considering others to be good without defining any criterion to decide
what is what. For example al-ʿIzz bin ʿAbd al-Salām (d. 660H) speaks
against many innovated practices in worship in his Fatāwā67 such as the
practice of raising hands for supplication in those instances that the
Prophet () never did so. Likewise he refutes the innovated prayer
known as Ṣalāt al-Raghāʾib68 in his book al-Targhīb ʿan Ṣalāt al-Raghāʾīb al67

Refert to Kitāb al-Fatāwā (Dār al-Maʿrifah, Beirūt, 1406H).
This is an innovated form of prayer which involves many repetitions of certain
Sūrahs (Sūrah al-Ikhlāṣ and Sūrah al-Qadr) and certain remembrances in twelve
rakʿahs at the end of which there are two prostrations (after the taslīm). It is
supposed to be done on a Friday night, preferably in the month of Rajab,
preferably when one has been fasting and performed just prior to breaking one's
fast. This was being practised by the people in the time of al-ʿIzz bin ʿAbd alSalām, and it was found in popular books such as Iḥyā ʿUlūm al-Dīn of al-Ghazālī.
68
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Mawḍūʿah. Al-Nawawī also rejects this prayer though other scholars
declared it recommended such as Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ. Also al-ʿIzz bin ʿAbd alSalām considers it an innovation to offer the reward of one’s deeds to
others. Likewise Abū Shāmah rejects many innovations pertaining to
funerals, he rejects Ṣalāt al-Raghāʾib and likewise the prayer on the night
of 15th of Shaʿbān and rejects sunnah prayer prior to Jumuʿah and despite
all of this, he claims the mawlid is a bidʿah ḥasanah. Likewise, al-Ṣuyūṭī69
rejects Ṣalāt al-Raghāʾib as an innovation, and also gathering in a place to
offer condolences for the deceased and numerous other innovations
which others would consider to be bidʿah ḥasanah.
The person who claims there is evil bidʿah and good bidʿah must answer
the question:70 What is the definitive criterion by which a person comes
to known the good bidʿah from the evil bidʿah so that he can take the
good and leave the evil? If he says, bidʿah ḥasanah (good innovation) is
permissible and bidʿah sayyiʾah (evil innovation) is prohibited he has
simply gone round in a circle and not said anything. If he says bidʿah
ḥasanah has no harm but bidʿah sayyiʾah has harm within it, he is asked
what he means by harm, whether it is harm of the world only or the
world and hereafter, or the hereafter only. If he says the first, there is no
harm in the worldly sense, then this means there is no harm if we pray
five rakʿahs for dhuhr and four rakʿahs for maghrib and that we make the
sujūd before the rukūʿ and the tashahhud before the fātiḥah and that we
So he wrote a tract in refutation of it. Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ had a different view and
considered it an acceptable act of worship and so he wrote a defence of it by
writing against al-ʿIzz’s tract. Al-ʿIzz then wrote another response and refuted
Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ. Now al-ʿIzz was not the only one who rejected it, it was also rejected
by Abū Shāmah Shihāb al-Dīn al-Maqdisī (d. 665H), Abū al-Khayr Quṭb al-Dīn
Muḥammad al-Zubaydi (894H), Abu Bakr al-Turtushi (520H) al-Nawawī (d. 676H)
and others. Yet some of these also spoke in favour of the mawlid - which
indicates they do not have a consistent principle with respect to what they claim
is a “bidʿah ḥasanah.”
69
Refer to his book al-Amr bil-īttibāʿ wal-Nahī ʿanil-Ibtidāʿ.
70
Refer to al-Barāhīn ʿalā allā Bidʿah Ḥasanah fil-Dīn (p. 19).
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fast Shaʿbān instead of Ramaḍān and so on. None of this brings harm to
our worldly affairs. But if he says the second or third, that the bidʿah
ḥasanah brings no harm in the world or the hereafter or the hereafter
alone, then what is a sign and an indication for us that this innovation
does or does not bring harm and punishment in the hereafter? This is
especially considering that those who practice this innovation are largely
Ashʿarīs who do not believe that the intellect is able to determine that
which is good (ḥasan) or repugnant (qabīḥ) on its own and that this is
only determined by the Sharīʿah. So what is the determining criterion
that tells us what is a good or a harmful bidʿah? It is here where we see
their inability to answer and also the contradiction they fall into. Why is
Ṣalāt al-Raghāʾīb a harmful innovation but the Mawlid is not a harmful
innovation? Everything on the basis of which the first is declared a
blameworthy innovation applies equally to the second. So this clear
contradiction on behalf of those who claim there is bidʿah ḥasanah and
then declare some actions to be from the blameworthy bidʿah.
As for Ahl al-Sunnah, then the criterion is the Qurʾān and the Sunnah.
This is what determines that which is Sunnah from that which is bidʿah.
It is the statement of the Prophet () said, “By Him in whose hand is
my soul. I have not left anything which brings you closer to Paradise and
distances you from the Hellfire except that I have commanded you with it and I
have not left anything which brings you closer to the Hellfire and distances you
from Paradise except that I have prohibited you from it.”71 And the statement
of the Prophet () said as related by al-Irbād bin Sāriyah (), “I
have left you upon clarity. It’s night is like its day. No one deviates from it except
that he is destroyed. Whomever amongst you lives for long will see much
controversy, so you must stick to my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightlyguided Caliphs.”72 And the Prophet () also said as reported by
ʿĀʾishah (), “Whoever introduces into this affair of ours that which is not
71

Reported by al-Ṭabarānī, al-Bayḥaqī and Ibn Abī Shaybah and refer to Silsilah
al-Ṣaḥīḥah (no. 1803).
72
Related by Ibn Mājah and it is ṣaḥīḥ. Refer to Ṣaḥīḥ Sunan Ibn Mājah (1/32).
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from it will have it rejected”73 and also, “Whoever does an action that is not in
accordance with our affair will have it rejected.”74 Ibn al-Mājishūn relates
that he heard Imām Mālik (d. 179H) say, “Whoever introduced an
innovation into Islām, considering it something good, he has claimed that
the Messenger was treacherous to his duty of messengership,” then he
recited, “This day have I perfected your religion for you” (5:3) and then
said, “Whatever was not from the religion then cannot be considered
from the religion today.”75
So the affair comes back to the revelation and in reality, these people76
want to depart from the revelation because it reins in their personal
desires, feelings, tastes and opinions. They desire to leave the straight
path and follow the way of the Christians and Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī hypocrites in
superficial, shallow types of respect and veneration such as birthday
parties but the Sharīʿah of Islām and the Prophet of Islām prevent them
and restrain them. Their desires and tastes lead them to cling to weak
and baseless doubts because they do not want their desires to be reined
in by revelation - and it is here where it becomes clear that the alleged
love these people claim for the Messenger () and his Sunnah is
highly questionable. It is not valid, correct, genuine love, because if it
was, they would venerate and abide by the command of the Messenger
() and limit themselves to his Sunnah and not oppose it or go
beyond it even a handspan.

73

Reported by al-Bukhārī.
Reported by Muslim.
75
Imām al-Shāṭibī in al-Iʿtiṣām (taḥqīq, M. Salmān, Maktabah al-Tawḥīd, 1/62).
76
We are referring here to the leaders of misguidance and not the common-folk
who are simply blind-followers with sincere intentions. As for their leaders,
those who know and understand these matters, then they desire misguidance
and they invent and spread doubts in this regard and also slander and revile
those who adhere to the Prophetic Sunnah - claiming they hate the Prophet
() - as a means of riling up the common-folk against them.
74
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Imām al-Awzāʿī (d. 157H) said, “Be patient upon the Sunnah and halt at
where the people (before you) halted. Speak with what they spoke, and
withhold from what they withheld. Traverse the path of your Righteous
Salaf for what sufficed them suffices you.”77 Ibn ʿAbbās () said,
“There will not come upon the people a time except that they will
introduce an innovation and will cause a Sunnah to die [continuing like
this] until innovations acquire life and the affairs of the Sunnah die off.”78
And ʿUmar bin ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz (d. 101H) said, “Halt at where the people (the
Companions) halted, for they halted upon knowledge and through
penetrative insight they withheld [from matters], and they were stronger
[in knowledge and understanding] in unveiling them. And if you say,
‘After them such and such occurred’ then no one introduced [anything]
after them except the one who opposed their guidance and desired to
turn away from their Sunnah.”79

77

Al-Lālikā'ī in Sharḥ Uṣūl al-Iʿtiqād (/1/154).
Reported by Ibn Baṭṭāh in al-Ibānah (1/350).
79
Reported by al-Ājurrī in al-Sharīʿah and Lumuʿat al-Iʿtiqād of Ibn Qudāmah alMaqdisī.
78
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Classifying Bidʿah into Five Categories
The second way is to rely upon the speech of some of the later scholars80
who classified bidʿah into wājib, mustaḥabb, mubāh, makrūh and ḥarām.81
This is a self-defeating argument and is simply going round in a circle
and involves nothing but a play with words.
First this classification is itself a bidʿah in the religion and it clashes
directly with the saying of the Prophet (), “Every innovation is
misguidance.” Al-Shāṭibī said, “This classification is invented and is not
indicated by any legislative evidence. Rather, it is self-defeating because
the reality of bidʿah is that no legislative evidence points to it, neither
from the texts of the legislation nor from its principles. For if there had
been that which indicates its obligation (wujūb), commendation (istiḥbāb)
or permissibility (ibāḥah) in the legislation, it would not be a bidʿah and
the action would enter into the generality of the actions that have been
commanded or in which a person has been given a choice. Thus,
combining between those matters being innovations and there being
evidences that indicate their obligation, commendation or permissibility
is attempting to bring together two conflicting things.”82
Second, if we accept this classification for argument’s sake, then the
bidʿah which is alleged to be mubāḥ, mustaḥabb and wājib relates to the
use of ways and means (wasāʾil) and attainment of the beneficial interests

80

Such as the Ṣūfī, Ashʿarī al-ʿIzz bin ʿAbd al-Salām (d. 660H) and his student alQarāfī who were both refuted in this matter by Imām al-Shāṭibī (d. 790H) in his
work, al-Iʿtiṣām (1/313 onwards).
81
This classification has been made upon the misconception that the Prophet
used the word bidʿah in its broader linguistic meaning. This is incorrect as has
preceded. The Prophet was only ever speaking about religious matters - not
religious and worldly matters combined.
82
Al-Iʿtiṣām (1/321).
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(maṣāliḥ) and is in relation to things which are already judged to be
mubāḥ, mustaḥabb and wājib by the Sharīʿah.
Thus, there can be innovation in matters which are already permissible
(mubāḥ) such as food, clothing, drink and habitation. Novel forms in
these areas take the same ruling. For example, chips, pizza, lemonade,
sneakers, hoodies and marble homes are all permitted innovations, if we
agree with this erroneous terminology for argument’s sake. In reality the
word bidʿah is redundant, since one would simply say these are affairs
which are mubāḥ in the Sharīʿah and they are innovations only in the
linguistic sense. These are permitted forms of enjoyment (tanaʿʿum) and
would not be spoken of as “innovations.” There can also be innovation in
matters which are recommended (mustaḥabb) such as setting up
hospitals, schools, dams, roads and things of that nature which allow
Sharīʿah goals to be realized such as health, public safety, education and
which are commended (mustaḥabb). Once, more the word bidʿah is
redundant, one would simply say these are ways and means (wasāʾil) that
take the same ruling as the objectives (maqāṣid) they help to fulfil. Then
there is innovation in matters which are obligatory such as teaching
grammar for the purposes of preserving Arabic or laying down
foundations of fiqh or authoring works to refute heresies or putting the
Qurʾān into a muṣ-haf in order to preserve it. These are all ways and
means (wasāʾīl) that help to attain Sharīʿah goals (maqāṣid) which are
obligatory (wājib).
Thus, the innovation which is said to be mustaḥabb or wājib relates only
to the wasāʾil (ways and means) of matters which are already mustaḥabb
or wājib in the Sharīʿah and in reality, using the word bidʿah in this
classification with its linguistic meaning is redundant and self-defeating.
These matters were never intended by the Prophet () in the use
of the word bidʿah. On the contrary, the speech of the Prophet ()
is the plainest and clearest it could ever be: He left no act of obligatory or
recommended worship which brings a person closer to Paradise except
that he commanded it and he warned from every innovation in the
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religion which is claimed to be good and claimed to bring one closer to
Paradise but which he never commanded and which his Companions
never understood from the texts and never practiced.
So those affairs which are erroneously labelled as “good bidʿah” by some
of the Scholars either have a basis in the legislation specifically, such as
the Tarawīḥ prayer or are matters in which benefit is preserved and
realized through broad Sharīʿah principles - referred to as al-maṣāliḥ almursalah (matters of open beneficical interest) - and thus, have no
connection to the topic of bidʿah at all. To refer to them as “good bidʿah”
is erroneous and an incorrect label. Their correct label is that they are
either an already existing Sunnah which has specific evidence, or they
are from the wasāʾīl (ways and means) that are required to attain the
maqāṣid (objectives) or to put it another way, al-maṣāliḥ al-mursalah (open
matters of broad beneficial interest) - and all of this is an entirely
separate topic to the one of innovation in worship alleged to bring one
closer to Allāh.
An Explanation of al-Maṣāliḥ al-Mursalah
We find certain rulings in the Sharīʿah - such as the ḥudūd, the prescribed
punishments - which are aimed at protecting wealth, life and honour,
and which are all beneficial interests considered by the Sharīʿah. And we
also see that there are other interests that the Sharīʿah has not
recognized and has ignored such as the use of alcohol for medicinal
purposes or fornication as enjoyment outside of marriage, so these are
unlawful to pursue. This is because their limited, subjective, personal
interest, benefit or pleasure is overwhelmed by their broad harm upon
society. However, there are many beneficial interests which do not have
any specific evidence from the Book, Sunnah, concensus (ijmāʿ) or
analogy (qiyās). Nevertheless, there are universal Sharīʿah principles
which indicate beneficial interests beyond what is specifically mentioned
and legislated. This is what is called al-maṣlaḥah al-mursalah (openended matter of benefit) and this refers to "a beneficial interest (maṣlaḥah)
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that is non-specified, left open (mursalah)." Such beneficial interests do not
have specific evidence and are indicated by the spirit of the Sharīʿah and
its universal principles such as "that by which an obligation cannot be
fulfilled is itself an obligation", and "there is no harm or reciprocating harm"
and "leave that which makes you doubt for that which does not make you doubt"
and "repelling evil comes before actualizing good" and so on. Thus, the
Sharīʿah comprises broad, universal principles through which all future
benefits can be incorporated. This is because the nature of human life
changes with progress, specific situations may arise and which are not
covered or mentioned specifically in the Sharīʿah. This is because the
environment, state and condition that the people live in may change
from time to time and place to place, and progress takes place in many
areas of life, culture, civilization, technology, industry and so on. The
issues that come under this are known as al-maṣāliḥ al-mursalah and refer
to the ways and means used to attain or protect Sharīʿah goals.
To illustrate with an example, a ruler may improve the roads and enforce
a highway code and the use of traffic systems and penalties for violations
in order to protect life and property, which are desired by the Sharīʿah. It
is true this is an innovation, linguistically speaking, but it is incorrect to
look at it from this way. In reality it is simply from the wasāʾil (ways and
means) through which already defined Sharīʿah goals are attained (such
as public safety in this example).83 In the same light is ʿUthmān’s
standardization of the Qurʾān and putting it into a muṣ-ḥaf to attain the
Sharīʿah goal of preserving the religion. And as for the institution of the
additional ādhān by ʿUthmān () then that is actually from the
Prophetic Sunnah, since whatever was instituted by the rightly-guided
83

In fact one may argue that it has a basis in the Sharīʿah from the ḥadīth about
the branches of faith whereby “removing something harmful from the floor” is a
branch of faith. Thus, improving the roads and making them safe has a basis in
the Sharīʿah - and this is an argument used by al-Shāṭibī as part of his detailed
and superb refutation of the five-fold classification of bidʿah presented by al-ʿIzz
bin ʿAbd al-Salām and his student al-Qarāfī.
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Caliphs is simply an extension of the Sunnah. These are affairs which
were legislated due to circumstances that were not present in the time of
the Prophet () but if those circumstances had arisen during the
era of revelation, the Prophet () would have received revelation
regarding them. Thus, the additional adhān is not a bidʿah in the religion,
but something from the Sunnah itself and all of the Companions accepted
this Sunnah. Sticking to this same point, if ʿUthmān identified the need
for an additional adhān for a legitimate reason then how come Abū Bakr,
ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī and other Companions did not identify the need for
celebrating the Prophet’s birthday? And how come we do not find it in
the Sunnah of the rightly-guided Caliphs which has Prophetic approval?
So all of this discussion shows that there is no such thing as bidʿah
ḥasanah in the religion in reality and all we are seeing is the erroneous
application of the label of bidʿah ḥasanah to affairs which come under a
different subject matter altogether.
Summary
The greatest of what is used to justify the celebration of the mawlid is
the claim of bidʿah ḥasanah in the religion and one has to be aware of the
type and nature of this evidence. It is not a specific Sharīʿah evidence
such as the explicit evidences we have for the legislated actions of
worship. Because the opponent is forced to acknowledge it is innovated
and was unknown in the first three centuries of Islām, it is impossible to
bring a specific evidence. Hence, the evidence is only broad and indirect
and it is to establish that there is a concept of bidʿah ḥasanah in the
religion and then to argue indirectly that because there is goodness in
celebrating the mawlid, it is acceptable in the Sharīʿah. The very nature
of this evidence shows how far-removed it is when we compare it to the
very clear and direct evidences for the legislated actions in the Sharīʿah.
There is no such concept as “bidʿah ḥasanah” in the religion and it is
simply just a play on words. They include within this terms what does
not really enter into it to begin with as has preceded. Further, dividing
bidʿah into the five rulings of the Sharīʿah is incorrect, innovated,
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contradictory, meaningless and self-defeating84 and there is nothing
within it that justifies the celebration of birthdays which are baseless,
having neither a general or specific proof, neither in revelation nor even
in the practice of the Arabs prior to Jāhiliyyah as this was not from their
customs. With this, we have undermined the greatest of what is relied
upon in order to justify opposition to the Sunnah and the way of the
Companions in loving and venerating the Prophet () and have
established that everything erroneously used as an example of “bidʿah
ḥasanah” is either:
a) Something that already takes the ruling of being mubāḥ (permissible)
- such as new forms and types food, drink, clothing and abode.
b) An action of the Sunnah that was done temporarily by the Prophet
() but then left for a reason and was re-enacted. The example
of this is the Tarāwīh prayer. This is a re-enacted or re-instituted
Sunnah.
c)

An action of the Sunnah performed routinely by the Prophet
and the Companions () but over time became
neglected or forgotten and was then revived and is therefore a
revived Sunnah in reality.
()

d) An initiative of goodness based upon an already legislated act of
worship such as giving charity. This is simply called an enacted
Sunnah.
e) What is referred to as a maṣlaḥah mursalah - matter of interest in
realization or preservation of broad Sharīʿah objectives (maqāṣid) 84

Refer to Al-Iʿtiṣām (1/313) onwards for an excellent detailed rebuttal by alShāṭibī in this matter who explains that those who came after al-ʿIzz bin ʿAbd alSalām and followed him in this classification misrepresented what he actually
meant by this classification.
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such as compilation of the Qurʾān, building schools and hospitals,
making the roads safe, compilation of fiqh and what is similar to
them which are either mustaḥabb (recommended) or wājib
(obligatory). These are simply the ways and means (wasāʾil) and are
not sought in and of themselves but are adopted for the already
defined broad Sharīʿah goals they fulfil. Within this context, the
similitude of innovating the mawlid celebration is when a person
innovates a sixth prayer in the day with the argument we need to
express more love and devotion to Allāh and this is a means to that
end. This is futile because the Sharīʿah has already legislated the
ways, means and limits as to how Allāh is worshipped. Similarly, the
Sharīʿah has already exhaustively legislated how one loves, respects
and venerates the Messenger () - that objective has already
been legislated for and has been completed and perfected. There is a
difference between that and between matters of beneficial interest
that relate to the protection of the necessitites (ḍurūriyyāt) which
are religion, life, wealth, lineage, intellect and honour. All future
beneficial interests and repulsion of harms come under broad,
universal Sharīʿah principles - indicating the perfection of the
Sharīʿah in its universality and applicability to all times.
There is no category here that relates to innovations in worship that
allegedly bring one closer to Allāh and every example that is brought to
prove “bidʿah ḥasanah” will not escape one of these categories. Birthday
celebrations have no basis whatsoever in any revealed legislation and nor
in the practice of the Arabs in Jāhiliyyah prior to Islām.
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Other Arguments
Once the core argument has been invalidated, there only remain feeble
attempts to bring alleged evidences and those who continue to pursue
the matter already perceive in their souls that once the core has been
invalidated, what remains is not strong at all. Their souls know this well
and the only thing we are really dealing with is the amount of
determination and persistence a person is willing to show in going all the
way in using one, some or all of these far-fetched evidences, to justify his
imitation of the Christians and the disbelieving Rāfiḍī Ismāʿīlī Bāṭinī
Shīʿītes of Persian-Magian-Jewish ancestry. So let us look at a selection of
these arguments. First, a case study in how their leaders fabricate lies
and enter into the most evil type of distortion.
1. A Brief Case Study of the Dream Concerning Abū Lahab to Illustrate
How The Ṣūfī Leaders Lie to the Common-Folk
We have already mentioned that
there is no dispute between
those who reject the mawlid
celebration and those who
support it that it was unknown
to the Prophet () and his
Companions, the Successors. the
Four Imāms and the Salaf as a
whole. Even those who wrote on
this topic from the later scholars
such as al-Ṣuyūṭī acknowledge
this. However, the evil Ṣūfī
scholars of today do not fear
Allāh. They do not shy away from telling blatant lies against the Scholars
of Islām, so how would they feel shy from telling blatant lies to their
followers. Let us have a look at a clear example and you can analogize for
every other alleged evidence they bring through this example. In the
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picture a statement is ascribed to a Shaykh Dr Muḥammad bin Yaḥyā alNinowy. Assuming this ascription is correct, he claims “Al-Bukharī
mentions that when the Prophet () was born, Abū Lahab freed his
slave in celebration. The same Abū Lahab who will be in ever-lasting
Jahanam is eased of torture and pain every Monday due to his celebration
of the Prophet’s birth ().” Now, when we return to Ṣaḥīḥ alBukhārī in Kitāb al-Nikāḥ where this alleged statement of al-Bukhārī is
found, the chapter heading is titled, “Chapter: “And [forbidden to you]
are your milk-mothers who wet-nursed you,” (4:23) and that which is
prohibited through lineage is also prohibited through wet-nursing.” So
this is the chapter heading and in this chapter al-Bukhārī brings three
ḥadīths as evidence to show that marriage becomes prohibited through
wet-nursing85 just as it prohibited through lineage. After mentioning the
third ḥadīth of Zaynab bin Abī Salamah, al-Bukhārī mentions the
statement of ʿUrwah bin al-Zubayr who is a Tābiʿī (b. 22H, d. 94H) and was
born during the khilāfah of ʿUmar bin al-Khattāb. Here is documentation
of this report:

This statement is not a ḥadīth but al-Bukhārī just mentioned it in passing
and it is in mursal form86 that, “Thuwaybah was the slave-girl of Abu
85

Meaning when one is breastfed by someone else’s mother, her children
become maḥram for the one who has been breastfed.
86
The ḥadīth which is mursal is one in which the Companion has been omitted
and it is one of the forms of ḍaʿīf (weak) ḥadīth. It cannot be used as evidence
because this is knowledge of the unseen and an alleged dream through a report
that is mursal (and not an authentic ḥadīth) cannot be used to establish beliefs
or acts of worship.
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Lahab and he had freed her and she wet-nursed the Prophet ().
When Abū Lahab died one of his relatives saw him [in a dream] in a very
bad state and said to him, “What have you encountered?” He said, “I have
not found any rest since I left you except that I was given to drink in
this87 and that is because of my freeing of Thuwaybah.”88 It is alleged that
Abu Lahab freed her due to the birth of the Prophet (). So here
are the knowledge-based crimes of Shaykh al-Ninowy.
First, this is only a mursal narration from a Tābiʿī and not a connected
narration, it is not an authentic ḥadīth. The mursal narration is a type of
weak ḥadīth. Al-Bukhārī mentioned it in passing at the end of the chapter
in relation to the main ḥadīths and Ibn Ḥajar explains that this report
cannot be used as evidence in his commentary (see below). Second, note
how al-Ninowy tries to make it appear as if al-Bukhārī deduced from this
report that Abū Lahab celebrated the Prophet’s birthday, “Al-Bukharī
mentions that when the Prophet () was born, Abū Lahab freed his
slave in celebration” when there is no such thing in the statement of
ʿUrwah itself. Third, it clashes with what is said by Ibn Hajar al-ʿAsqalānī
that Thuwaybah was freed after the hijrah of the Prophet ()89 and
others relate that she was freed a long time before his birth.90 Fourth,
dreams of those who are not Prophets are not a source of Sharīʿah rulings
in the view of any of the Scholars of Ahl al-Sunnah. Fifth, this mursal
87

In another report with ʿAbd al-Razzāq (7/477). in his Muṣannaf, it mentions
that Abū Lahab pointed to the place between his thumb and remaining fingers.
88
Reported by al-Bukhārī (no. 5101). Some of them such as al-Qasṭalānī took
liberties in adding to this narration that which is not from it, which is the claim
that Abu Lahab’s punishment is lightnened every Monday for his action of
freeing the slave-girl.
89
Refer to al-Iṣābah (4/258) and also Fatḥ al-Bārī (Maktabah Salafiyyah, 9/145)
wherein he says, “But that which is in the [Prophetic] biographies opposes this,
that Abū Lahab freed her prior to the hijrah (of the Prophet), and this was after
she had wet-nursed him by a very long time.” Refer also to Ibn ʿAbd al-Barr in alIstīʿāb (1/12) and Ibn al-Jawzī in al-Wafāʾ bi Aḥwāl al-Muṣtafā (1/106).
90
Ibn Ḥajar mentions this view from al-Suhaylī in Fatḥ al-Bārī (Maktabah
Salafiyyah, 9/145).
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report also clashes with the Qurʾān, “And We shall turn to whatever
deeds they did, and We shall make such deeds as scattered floating
particles of dust.” (25:23) and “But those who disbelieved - their deeds
are like a mirage in a lowland which a thirsty one thinks is water until,
when he comes to it, he finds it is nothing.” (24:39) and “The example of
those who disbelieve in their Lord is [that] their deeds are like ashes
which the wind blows forcefully on a stormy day.” (14:18). And Ibn Ḥajar
himself mentions this after his explanation of this report, he says, “In
this [mursal] ḥadīth is and indication that a disbeliever could benefit
from righteous action in the hereafter but this opposes the apparentness
of the Qurʾān. Allāh, the Exalted said, ‘And We shall turn to whatever
deeds they did, and We shall make such deeds as scattered floating
particles of dust.’ (25:23). And it is responded [to this claim] that firstly,
the report is mursal, it was related in this way by ʿUrwah and he did not
mention who he narrated it from. Upon the estimation that it is a
connected [report] then what is in this report is a vision in a dream, thus
there is no proof in it. And perhaps the one who saw it was not a Muslim
at the time, since he [al-ʿAbbās] did not become a Muslim till afterwards,
thus it cannot be used as evidence.”91 Sixth, there is nothing in this
narration which mentions the day of Monday but some of the explainers
of al-Bukhārī’s Ṣaḥīḥ mentioned this day in connection to this narration
without any evidence - and that’s after our knowledge that this mursal
narration of ʿUrwah does not qualify as evidence for any affair of the
religion to begin with. Seventh, if after all of this it is accepted for
argument’s sake that his punishment was lightened due to freeing
Thuwaybah because of the birth of the Prophet () and her wetnursing the Prophet, then this affair would have been known to the
Prophet and despite this, it has not been related from the Prophet that he
took his birthday as a celebration, nor from the Companions and nor
from the best of generations. Rather, all the narration would indicate is
that Abū Lahab rejoiced with the birth of his nephew whom he did not
91

Fatḥ al-Bārī (Maktabah Salafiyyah, 9/145).
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know would be made a Prophet forty years later. So this was purely a
worldly thing and has no connection to religion at all. It is natural to
rejoice with the birth of one’s nephew. That’s if we accept this report
actually amounts to evidence in the first place. Eighth, in his
commentary upon this Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī cites from al-Suhaylī who
states that it was al-ʿAbbās () who saw Abu Lahab in his dream.92 It is
known that al-ʿAbbās did not become a Muslim until the conquest of
Makkah and hence the vision in the dream occurred a few years before
that when Abū Lahab died whilst al-ʿAbbās was a mushrik. Thus, what is
being relied upon in reality is the dream of a mushrik involving another
mushrik and this is made the basis for a legislative ruling in the Sharīʿah!
Hence, there is no proof in this mursal narration at all and Shaykh alNinowy’s fabrication has become clear. These are the types of games
these people play with the minds of the common-folk whose raw feelings
of love towards the Prophet are manipulated and used to lead them to
misguidance by these evil Scholars who lack honesty and integrity.
2. Argument Through Individual Righteous Deeds
Another way to argue through all the good things which are done on the
mawlid such as mentioning the Prophet (), sending ṣalāt and
salām upon him, reading his biography, reciting the Qurʾān and feeding
others. Each of these matters are made an independent proof to justify
the mawlid. No doubt, these individual actions are all legislated and are
praiseworthy in their own right. However, performing them in a manner
which is not specified in the Sunnah is an innovation and the
Companions condemned those who departed from the legislated
kayfiyyah (way, method, mode) in acts of worship.
Imām al-Dārimī reports in his Sunan the incident of Abū Mūsā al-Ashʿarī
() who upon seeing a group of people sat in the mosque in circles
92
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performing collective dhikr went to the house of ʿAbdullāh bin Masʿūd
() to inform him. When ʿAbdullah came out of his house, Abū Mūsā
told him what he saw and they both went to the mosque. The men
explained that they had pebbles and were counting tasbīh, tahlīl and
takbīr upon them. ʿAbdullāh bin Masʿūd said, to them, “You better count
your sins! I guarantee that nothing of your good deeds will go to waste [if
done correctly]. Woe to you O ummah of Muḥammad, how quickly you go
to destruction! These are the Companions of your Prophet () who
are abundant, these are his garments which are intact, these are his
vessels still unbroken. By Him in whose Hand is my soul, either you are
upon a religion better in guidance than the religion of Muḥammad or you
are opening the door of misguidance.” They said, “By Allāh O Abū ʿAbd alRaḥmān, we intended nothing but good.” He said, “How many people
intend good but never reach it.”93 In this amazing narration which has so
many benefits, good intentions were not enough to justify the innovated
way (wasīlah) they used in performing dhikr because in its details and
form, it was innovated and had no basis in the sharīʿah, even if the
original act, dhikr, is from the loftiest of acts of worship. Sayyid bin alMuṣayyib saw a man praying more than two rakʿahs after the time for
Fajr prayer had entered through the breaking of dawn and prohibited
from that. The man said, “O Abū Muḥammad, Allāh will punish me for
prayer?” He said, “No, but he will punish you for opposition to the
Sunnah.”94
And Imām al-Shāṭibī has some excellent words in this regard. He said
under a chapter heading of Taḥrīf al-Adillah ʿan Mawāḍiʿihā (Distortion of
Evidence From their Proper Places), “When an evidence is related
contextually and it is taken away from that context to another affair to
give the impression that the two contexts are one and the same, then this
is one of the subtle forms of distorting words from their proper places
93

Al-Dārimī in al-Sunan (1/68-69), Abū Nuʿaym in al-Ḥilyah and others.
Reported by al-Bayḥaqī in Sunan al-Kubrā (2/466), al-Khaṭīb in al-Faqīh walMutafaqqih (p. 147), al-Dārimī in al-Sunan (1/116).
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and refuge is with Allāh. And it is overwhelming in one’s opinion that a
person who affirms Islām and censures the distortion of words from their
proper places does not recourse to this practice brazenly except due to
some confusion that befalls him or due to ignorance that hinders him
from the truth alongside some desire that blinds him from taking the
evidence in the proper way and as a result he becomes an innovator. And
the explanation of that is: When the sharʿiyy evidence requires
something [from the servant] in a broad sense from whatever is
connected to the acts of worship for example and then the worshipper
(mukallaf) brings it in a broad sense95 - such as Allāh’s remembrance
(dhikr), or the recommended nawāfil deeds96 and what resembles them
from those affairs in which vastness is known from their legislator [the
Prophet] then the evidence supports him from two angles: From the
angle of the meaning [of the text] and from the angle of the practice of
the Righteous Salaf in this matter. However, if the worshipper performs
that act with a specific kayfiyyah (form) or a specific time or specific
place or in connection with a specific act of worship and then adheres to
that whereby it gives the impression that this form (kayfiyyah), time or
place are desired by the legislation but without there being any evidence
to indicate as such, then the evidence [in question] is devoid of that
meaning for which it is being used as evidence. So when the legislation
indicates the recommendation of remembrance (dhikr) for example and
then a people adhere to its performance collectively in a group with a
single voice or in a specified known time exclusively to other times, then
there is nothing in [that text through which] the legislation has
presented the recommendation [of remembrance] which indicates this
specification which is being adhered to. Rather, within that text is what
95

Meaning that the worshipper performs these actions devoid of any
specifications or restrictions or attachments. They are commanded generally
and openly and they are performed generally and openly. And the only
specifications made with respect to them are those which the Shariʿah itself has
made for these actions.
96
Such as prayer, fasting, charity and so on.
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indicates its opposite97 because adhering to affairs which the legislation
did not make binding is such that it causes people to understand that
they are legislated, especially when this comes from one who is followed
by others and when they are done in the large gatherings of people such
as in the mosques. When these actions are given such prominence in this
way and are done in the mosques like the other symbols [of worship]
[whose practice] the Messenger of Allāh () legislated in the
mosques and what resembles them, such as the adhān, the two ʿĪd
prayers, and the rain and eclipse prayers - without doubt, it will be
[wrongly] understood that these are affairs from the Sunnah, if they are
not understood to be actual obligations. Thus, it ought to be the case that
the [broad] evidence used [to justify the specific implementation] does
not indicate them at all, and thus from this angle such actions become
introduced innovations. What will indicate this to you is the the
persistence of the Righteous Salaf in abandoning these things or in not
practicing them whilst they were more deserving of them had they
[indeed] been legislated upon the requirements of the principles of [the
legislation]. This is because remembrance (dhikr) has been commended
in the legislation in very many places until there is not an act of worship
whose frequent repetition has been requested more than the frequent
repetition of remembrance, such as His saying, the Exalted, ‘O you who
believe! Remember Allāh with much remembrance.’ (33:41) and His
saying, ‘And seek from the bounty of Allāh and remember Allah often
that you may succeed.’ (62:10) and His saying, ‘O you who have believed,
when you encounter a company [from the enemy forces], stand firm and
remember Allah much that you may be successful.’ (8:65) - and this is
unlike all of the other acts of worship. Also similar to this is supplication
(duʿā), for it is remembrance of Allāh and alongside that, they [the Salaf]
did not adhere to any specific forms (kayfiyyāt), nor did they restrict it to
specific times whereby it would give the perception of specifying
97

Meaning, the text mentioned the act broadly, unrestrictedly and the text
remains upon this indication and thus clashes with the innovated specifications
which have been devised and adhered to merely based upon people’s opinions.
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worship in those times - except with what the evidence itself specified,
such as [remembrance] in the morning and evening and they did not
perform such actions aloud (openly) except what the legislation textually
stated should be done aloud such as the remembrance during the two ʿĪds
and what resembles them.98 And as for what is besides that, they used to
persevere in doing it in a low voice and keeping it concealed. For this
reason he [()] said to them when they raised their voices, ‘Be
merciful to yourselves, indeed you are not calling one who is deaf or
absent,’99 and what is similar to this. So they did not proclaim openly
[with their voices] in gatherings. Therefore, everyone who opposed this
foundation has opposed the non-restriction (iṭlāq) of the evidence firstly,
because he has restricted it through opinion (raʾī) and he has opposed
those who were more knowledgeable of the Sharīʿah and they are the
Righteous Salaf, may Allāh be pleased with them. Rather, even the
Prophet () would abandon an action whilst loving to perform it
out of the fear that the people would act upon it and thereby be made
obligatory upon them.100”101
This is an amazing piece from Imām al-Shāṭibī and it clarifies many
things about what constitutes innovation with respect to those acts of
worship which have been commanded and left open. They become
innovations when they are specified through opinion (raʾī) and not on
the basis of the Sharīʿah itself. Thus, these acts of worship such as
providing food, giving charity, reciting the Qurʾān - all of which are
commendable acts in themselves - they turn into innovations because of
the innovated specifications which are attached to them.

98

Meaning the remembrance done during the days of ʿĪd and likewise the
talbiyah which is done openly during the Ḥajj.
99
Reported by al-Bukhārī (no. 2992).
100
Referring to the story of the Tarawīḥ prayer, which the Prophed performed
for three nights but then abandoned it.
101
Refer to al-Iʿtiṣām (Maktabah al-Tawḥīd 2/59 onwards).
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3. The Claim that the Prophet Celebrated His Birthday
This is from the far-fetched claims wherein the text says one thing and
the deduction made from the text is something else altogether and is
nowhere to be found in the text all. It is claimed that the Prophet
() venerated his own birthday by fasting on the day he was born.
Muslim reports in his Ṣaḥīh that the Prophet was asked about his fasting
on Mondays and he replied, “It was the day I was born and it was the day on
which revelation came to me.”102 The argument is that fasting is a means of
celebration. The answer to this is from numerous angles. Firstly, the
Prophet () did not fast on the 12th of Rabīʿ al-Awwal, the alleged
date of his birth, but he fasted every Monday. Hence, to apply this text to
the 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal is to criticize the action of the Prophet ().
in light of what follows. Secondly, the Prophet never singled out Monday
for fasting, he would also fast on Thursdays, giving the reason that “The
good deeds are presented on Mondays and Thursdays and I love that my action is
presented whilst I am fasting.”103 Hence, there are additional combined
reasons for fasting on Monday (the Qurʾān being revealed, presentation
of good deeds) and it is not unique to one affair exclusive to another.
Thirdly, the Prophet did not add to his fast on Mondays that which is
found with the Innovators who oppose his command and engage in
parties, celebrations, free-mixing, singing and dancing. Fourthly, and this
ends the matter decisively, it is unlawful to fast on the days of ʿĪd. Both
al-Bukhārī and Muslim relate from Abu ʿUbayd the mawlā of Ibn Azhar
who said, “I witnessed ʿĪd with ʿUmar bin al-Khaṭṭāb () and he said:
The Messenger of Allāh () prohibited fasting on these two days,
the day of Fiṭr after your fasting and on the other day [of ʿĪd] you eat
from your slaughter.”104 And in the ḥadīth of Abū Saʿīḍ al-Khudrī ()
who said, “The Prophet () forbade fasting on the day of Fiṭr and
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Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim (no. 2454).
Reported by al-Tirmidhī (no. 747).
104
Reported by al-Bukhārī (no. 1990) and Muslim (1137).
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the [day] of slaughter.”105 In light of this, if it is prohibited to fast on a day
of ʿĪd, then this excludes the Prophet’s fast on Mondays as being a means
of celebrating his birthday - after we have already explained that he
fasted every Monday and not the 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal which proves that
singling out his birth date was not the intent. Also, if one was truly
acting upon this ḥadīth, he would do the same as what the Prophet did,
which is to fast every Monday. When they do not do this, it is a proof that
they are lying in their use of this ḥadīth and are twisting and distorting
the action of the Prophet in order to do what neither he nor his
Companions did but what the disbelieving Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī Shīʿites invented
in order to make fools out of the Sunnī Muslims in their wider agenda of
winning the approval of the Sunnīs and inviting to their Ismāʿīlī Shīʿism.
4. Argument Through Remembering the Prophet and His Teachings,
Giving Charity and other Deeds of Goodness
The argument is that in the mawlid celebration the Prophet’s ()
biography and his teachings are remembered. This is in fact from the
greatest of disrepect to the Prophet () in that a day is needed to
remind a person about the Prophet () in which he and others can
sing, dance and recite poetry106 so that his heart can be stirred. It means
that the Prophet () has otherwise been forgotten and parties and
celebrations are needed to revive remembrance of the Prophet ()
just like the disbelievers have Mother’s Day and Father’s Day. This is from
the greatest of disrepect and sidelining of the Prophet from the lives of
the people. Rather, in the perfect Sharīʿah of Islām lies the greatest of
remembrance and respect of the Prophet and which suffice a Muslim.
There is no Muslim who prays five times a day except that he mentions
the Prophet (). When he hears the āẓān he mentions the
105

Reported by al-Bukhārī (no. 1991) and Muslim (827).
Most of which contains such exaggerations that the Prophet () would
be harmed by it.
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Messenger by repeating the āẓān, then he asks Allāh to grant him the
lofty station (al-maqām al-maḥmūd) which is the permission to intercede
on the Day of Judgement, then in the prayer he sends salām upon the
Prophet and asks for mercy and blessings upon him and then asks for
ṣalāt upon the Prophet (). A Muslim who establishes the prayer
does this 1800 times a year at least – just on account of the prayer alone.
Then there are many other instances in which sending ṣalāt and salām
upon the Messenger () is legislated and one can refer to the
excellent book by the Salafī Scholar, Ibn al-Qayyim, “Jalā al-Afhām Fī Faḍl
al-Ṣalāt wal-Salām ʿalā Muḥammad Khayr al-Anām”107 in this topic. In the
third chapter of this book, Ibn al-Qayyim outlines forty-one (41)
situations in which it is legislated either by obligation or commendation
for a person to send ṣalāt upon the Messenger of Allāh (). Those
who accuse the ones who correctly state that celebrating the mawlid is a
bidʿah of hating the Prophet () are indeed liars. On the contrary,
those who honour and respect the Prophet by following his Sunnah are
the greatest of lovers of the Prophet (), they are those who
remember him the most and are not in need of yearly parties and
celebrations for their hearts to be stirred with love. The Sunnah can be
observed from them, in their appearance, in their worship and thus the
Prophet () is in their lives, on a daily basis. Indeed the Prophet
() is only forgotten amongst a people who do not venerate His
Sunnah and who do not restrict themselves to it. You will not find the
Sunnah in their homes, in their children, in their worship. In fact, you
may struggle to find Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī or Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim or the books of
the Sunan in their homes, but you will often find the books of the Ṣūfīs
with fabrications, exaggerations, distortions and fairy-tale stories all of
which provide the lure of cheap and easy salvation and save a person
from the hardship and toil of following the Sunnah and implementing it
in one’s home, in one’s appearance, upon one’s children and in one’s
worship and behaviour!
107

Refer to Jalāʾ al-Afhām (Dār ʿĀlam al-Fawāʾid, pp. 380-520)
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As for the other affairs mentioned: Reading and studying his biography
should be part of the curriculum in all Muslim schools and institutions
starting from an early age right through to university. As for reciting the
Qurʾān, then there ought to be no day except that a Muslim recites his
share of the Qurʾān. As for feeding others, it is from charity and acts of
charity are done on every day of the year through whatever means each
person has at his disposable. Thus, it is from miserliness that Muslims
specify a day just for the Prophet () to be remembered and it is an
evil type of position to take with respect to the Prophet ().
5. The Argument that the Scholars Praised the Mawlid Celebration
Some of the scholars praised the mawlid celebration when it spread
during their time and this has been relied upon by the Innovators to
justify this innovation of the Christians and Ismāʿīlī Bāṭinī Shīʿites. It is
here we start seeing violation of the points which were agreed upon
earlier in that the point of reference when there is a difference between
Muslims is the Qurʾān, the Sunnah and Ijmāʿ. This is disrepect to the
Prophet (). We have differed over a religious matter and you
behave as if the answer does not lie with the Prophet () himself.
This is a revilement of the Prophet and his message.
First, actions of worship are based upon the legislation (sharʾ) and
following (ittibāʿ) and not upon opinions and deeming something to be
good. No speech stands up against the speech of the Messenger ()
who said, “The worst of affairs and the newly-invented matters” and “Beware of
the newly-invented affairs for every newly-invented matter is an innnovation
and every innovation is misguidance” and “Every innovation is misguidance.”
So when a person is shown the statements of the Messenger ()
and the abandonment of this practice by Abū Bakr, ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī,
the most righteous of this ummah and then the rest of the Companions,
and then he comes with the saying of Ibn Hajar (d. 852H) or al-Ṣuyūṭī (d.
911H) or al-Sakhāwī (d. 902H) and others from the latecomers after the
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8th century hijrah, he has testified against himself that he is a liar in his
claim of loving and respecting the command of the Prophet ().
Whoever argued by way of the erroneous speech of Ibn Hajar or al-Ṣuyūṭī
or al-Sakhāwī and others is claiming that these later scholars are better
guided, more erudite, and more loving of the Messenger than than Abū
Bakr and ʿUmar and that they identified such goodness that Abū Bakr and
ʿUmar were unable to identify as being good for the Muslims in their
religion. Alongside our knowledge that the Messenger () said in
his farewell sermon as occurs in the ḥadīth of al-ʿIrbāḍ, "Whoever amongst
you lives for long will see many controversies, so you must stick to my Sunnah
and the Sunnah of my rightly-guided Caliphs, bite onto it with your molars and
beware of the newly-invented matters, for every newly-invented matter is an
innovation and all innovation is misguidance." Thus, the saying of every
scholar from the latecomers who praised the practice of celebrating the
mawlid is thrown against the wall and abandoned for the saying of the
Messenger. Whoever implies that these latecomers were more guided in
this issue than the Companions, the Four Imāms and the Salaf as a whole
has revealed that he desires misguidance over guidance and he prefers
the way of the cursed Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī Shīʿite descendants of the Jews and
Magians over the Prophet of Islām () and his Companions and is
simply using the erroneous views and opinions of the latecomers to
justify his departure from the Sharīʿah of Muḥammad ().108
Second, whilst there are those who might have considered the mawlid
celebration to be good, there are others who did not consider it to be
good and who spoke against it and declared it an innovation. From them
108

This and similar speech is not in reference to the common-people who are
deceived and misguided by evil scholars, but to the evil scholars themselves.
The common people are simply blind-followers with good intentions and these
evil scholars hinder them from the straight path by erecting these innovations
and crooked ways on the sideways of the path and then entice the commonpeople to divert to the left or to the right. Then they cut them off from the path
completely once they have enticed them to enter these crooked paths.
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Tāj al-Dīn al-Fākihānī (d. 734H) who authored a short tract on this
subject, ʿAbū ʿAbdullāh Muḥammad al-Ḥaffār (d. 811H), Ibn al-Ḥāj (d.
737H) in his book al-Madkhal, Imām al-Shāṭibī (d. 790H) and they are
correct because those who praise the mawlid celebration are not able to
give a definitive criterion through which the alleged bidʿah ḥasanah is
distinguished from the bidʿah sayyiʾah and hence, their praise of the
mawlid celebration on the one hand, yet condemnation and refutation of
innovations in affairs of worship - whose mention has preceded from
some of them - is a contradiction and highlights their relative deficiency
in making istidlāl (deduction of evidence) in the religion because they are
latecomers and are a far stretch from the Companions and Tābiʿīn and
the Imāms of the Salaf who surpassed them by far in understanding and
in making istidlāl (deducing evidences) from the texts. You will not find
such affairs with the great Imāms of the second and third centuries
hijrah in whose fiqh (jurisprudence) and istidlāl there is simplicity,
clarity and satisfaction.
6. Rejoicing with Allāh’s Bounty and Mercy
From the far-fetched evidences in their use of the verse:

ﲀ ﲁ ﲂ ﲃ ﲄ ﲅ ﲆ ﲇ ﲈ ﲉﲊ
Say: ‘In the bounty of Allah and in His mercy - in that let them
rejoice; it is better than what they accumulate’. (10:58)
They claim it is proof for rejoicing with the Prophet’s birthday. This is a
distortion of the verse and making it carry a meaning which it does not
carry from near or far. Acting upon an angle [of interpretation of a text]
which is not established from the Righteous Salaf is not accepted from
whoever comes after them with the claim that the text [in question]
indicates this practice.109 Imām al-Shāṭibī said, “Often you will find the
109

Shaykh Ismāʿīl al-Anṣārī as occurs in his treatise in Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl bilMawlid al-Nabawiyy (Dār al-ʿĀṣimah, p. 466).
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people of innovation and misguidance seeking evidence through [the
texts] of the Book and the Sunnah and making them carry their doctrine
and expressing [their evidence] through ambiguous [generalized]
passages - presenting this to the common folk - whilst they think they
are upon something and there are many examples of this.”110 As for the
explanation of this verse, then the Companions understood it to mean
Islām (faḍl) and the Qurʾān (raḥmah) by which Allāh guided the people.
This is related from Abū Saʾīd al-Khudrī () and Qatādah and al-Ḥasan
[al-Baṣrī] and Mujāhid. And others related it the other way around, the
Qurʾān is the bounty and Islām is the mercy and from them is Ibn ʿAbbās
111
() and Zayd bin Aslam and others. And as for the meaning of “in
that let them rejoice” then it refers to the disbelievers with the meaning
that let them rejoice with Islām and the Qurʾān that has been revealed to
them, it is far better than the wealth that they accumulate. So this verse
was addressing the Pagans of Quraysh. It is established there is nothing in
this verse at all and it is another very far-fetched attempt. Further, they
must name one Companion, one Successor, one of the Four Imāms or any
of the Imāms of the Salaf who understood this verse in this way and who
deduced evidence from it for celebrating the 12th of Rabīʿ al-Awwal. And
when this is not found, then it is a clear distortion of this verse. Also, the
bounty and mercy is in the Prophet being sent as a Prophet and
Messenger when he reached the age of forty and this is established in the
saying of Allāh, “And we did not send your (arsalnāka) except as a mercy
to all of mankind.” (21:107). The mercy in this verse is attached to
sending (irsāl) and not birth (wilādah). And in the Sunnah, the Prophet
() referred to him being sent (ibʿāth) as a mercy and did not refer
to his birth as a mercy. Abū Hurayrah reports that the Prophet ()
said, when asked to make duʿā against the pagans, “Indeed I was not sent
(ubʿath) as one who curses, but I was sent (buʿithtu) as a mercy.”112 Thus,
the bounty and mercy is in the irsāl and ibʿāth, which is being made a
110

Refer to al-Muwāfaqāt of al-Shāṭibī (3/71) through the previous reference.
Refer to the tafsīrs of al-Ṭabarī, al-Baghawī, al-Qurṭubī, Ibn Kathīr.
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Reported by Muslim (no. 4704) and Ṣaḥīḥ al-Jāmiʿ al-Ṣaghīr (no. 2502).
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Prophet and Messenger and all of this is tied to his message and teaching,
which is that of Tawḥīd. This is what the Companions rejoiced with and
this is what they used to thank Allāh for.
7. The Companions Sitting Together and Praising Allāh For Guiding Them
What also illustrates how innovation blinds the heart and befogs the
mind and causes it to see what is not actually there is in another alleged
evidence for celebrating the mawlid in the form of the following ḥadīth
related by al-Nasāʾī in his Sunan.

First, let’s look at what made the Companions to sit down in a circle and
what actions they performed. They said, “We have sat together to call
upon Allāh, to praise Him for guiding us to His religion and for favouring
us through you (the Messenger).” So first, they are making duʿā to Allāh,
they are praising Him for the guidance they received and the fact that
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Allāh honoured them and favoured them by sending them a Prophet who
took them out of darkness, misguidance. Nothing here about 12th Rabīʿ
al-Awwal or any birthday. They are speaking about the message brought
by Muḥammad, that of Tawḥid, that they were purified, taught the Book
and the Sunnah after they had been in misguidance, as if alluding to what
Allāh () has stated in His Book in the following verse,

ﲲ ﲳ ﲴ ﲵ ﲶ ﲷ ﲸﲹ ﲺ ﲻ ﲼ ﲽ ﲾ ﲿ ﳀ
ﳁ ﳂ ﳃ ﳄ ﳅ ﳆ ﳇ ﳈ ﳉ ﳊﳋ
Certainly did Allah confer [great] favor upon the believers when He sent
among them a Messenger from themselves, reciting to them His verses
and purifying them and teaching them the Book and wisdom, although
they had been before in manifest error. (3:164).
The Messenger brought them the light of Tawḥid and the Sunnah and
took them out of darkness, out of the Jāhiliyyah they used to be in, of
shirk, worshipping the dead, seeking rescue and aid from others besides
Allāh, from burying daughters alive and all of the other evils in
Jāhiliyyah. This was a great favour and they were expressing gratitude to
Allāh, praising Him for the guidance and choosing them with this favour
that Allāh mentioned and recounted to them in this verse. So it as if they
had heard this verse and decided to sit down and be grateful to Allāh. Ibn
Kathīr explains this verse with the following: That Allāh sent a messenger
to them from amongst themselves, “So that they would be able to speak
to him, ask him, sit with him and benefit from him” and then he
mentions a series of verses - (30:21), (18:110), (25:20), (12:109), (6:130) - all
of which have the import of messengers being sent to people from
amongst them as opposed to those who are foreign to them - then he
said, “This is greater in conveying the favour [bestowed] in that the
messenger is from amongst themselves in that they are able to speak to
him and return back to him to understand the speech coming from him,
and hence He said, ‘reciting to them His verses’ meaning the Qurʾān and
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‘purifying them’ meaning commanding them with good and prohibiting
them from evil so that their souls can be purified from the dirt and filth
of that which they were mixed up in during their state of shirk and
jāhiliyyah, ‘and teaching them the Book and wisdom’ meaning the Qurʾān
and the Sunnah, ‘although they had been before in manifest error’
meaning in deviation and clear error that is apparent to everyone.” 113
And al-Ṭabarī also states that the favour is that Allāh sent to them a
Messenger in their own tongue so that they could understand his
message and he cites from Qatādah, “Allāh sent His Prophet () to
a people who did not know so he taught them and to a people who had no
adab (morals, manners) so he taught them adab.” Once again in this verse
and in all of its explanations by the classical mufassirīn - before the
bidʿah of mawlid celebration began to spread after the 8th century - is in
relation to the sending (irsāl, ibʿāth) of Muḥammad as a Prophet and
Messenger with the message of Tawḥīd which occurred at the age of
forty and has no connection to the birth (wilādah). Then at the end of the
ḥadīth the Prophet () mentioned how Allāh boasts about them to
the Angels and this is because of their remembrance of Him, thanking
Him and praising Him for the favour he bestowed upon them. So their
action was worship of Allāh, remembrance of Allāh and gratefuness of
Allāh ().
And this is the way of the person of Tawḥid - as opposed to the Ṣūfīs and
others - he praises and thanks Allāh for the message of Tawḥid with
which He sent His Messenger, to purify the people to instruct them in the
Book and the Wisdom (the Sunnah). They see the sending of the
Messenger as a huge favour from Allāh and so how do they treat this
favour? They praise and thank Allāh, they worship Him alone and only
through what He commanded and legislated. They study the Sunnah of
His Prophet and restrict themselves to it. Once that is clear, then second,
where is there anything remotely related to the 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal and
113

Refer to Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-Aẓīm of Ibn Kathīr.
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celebrating a birthday in this ḥadīth? There is no connection whatsoever,
but this is the way the evil scholars make fools of the common-folk,
because the common-folk do not understand that there is an istidlāl
(method of deducing evidence) that is sound and correct and an istidlāl
that is from falsehood, that is from the way of those cursed amongst the
People of the Book who twist words from their proper places.
So the Companions praised
and thanked Allāh and this is
completely different to what
these people do, in imitation
of the Christians towards ʿĪsā
() and in imitation of the
Bāṭinī Ismāʿīlī’s towards Ahl alBayt whereby they praise and
extol the Prophet () to
a level where they attribute
divine qualities to him and spend the day and night (of 12th Rabīʿ alAwwal) partying, singing and dancing with perhaps a token reading from
the Prophetic Sīrah. This gathering is to praise and extol and aggrandize
the Prophet in a way that he prohibited, “Do not exaggerate with respect to
me as the Christians exaggerated with respect to ʿĪsā ibn Maryam. For I am a
slave, so say, [about me] ‘The slave of Allāh and His Messenger’.”114 He ()
also said, “Beware of exaggeration (ghuluww) in the religion, for those who came
before you perished because of their exaggeration in religion.”115 And it is not a
gathering like the gathering of those Companions who were grateful for
Tawḥid and the Sunnah which Allāh favoured them with through the
sending of the Prophet (). The Ṣūfīs are not grateful for Tawḥid
and the Sunnah because they oppose Tawḥīd and violate this Tawḥīd due
to their devotion to the saints, invoking them, seeking rescue from them

114
115

Reported by al-Bukhārī.
Reported by Aḥmad, al-Nasāʾī, Ibn Mājah and Ḥākim from Ibn ʿAbbās.
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and making their hearts attached to them and they oppose the Sunnah
and worship Allāh through innovation (bidʿah) - through that which He
did not legislate. They have with them the mysticism that came to them
from other nations, from the Christians, the Buddhists and through
Philosophy and Gnosticism. And many of them believe in waḥdat ulwujūd (unity of existence). Some of them believe that the Messenger is
one with Allāh in essence and that the truth and reality (ḥaqīqah) is to
become one with Allāh and to perish out of existence and that this is
Tawḥīd! So why would they rejoice with the actual teaching of the
Prophet () in the matter of Tawḥid as those Companions did
when this teaching directly clashes with much of what they believe and
profess.116
8. The Day of ʿĀshūrāʾ
Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī claimed that the mawlid celebration has an angle
from the ḥadīth of Prophet () in which it is mentioned that he
came to al-Madīnah and found the Jews fasting on the day of ʿĀshūrāʾ.117
He asked them why they were fasting and they explained that it was the
day that Allāh caused Firʿawn to drown and saved Mūsā and because of
that they fast on that day out of gratitude to Allāh (). So the Prophet
() said, “I am more worthy of Mūsā () than you” and he

116

In a video recording, Dr. Tāhir al-Qadrī claims that the Messenger ()
became one with Allāh during the Night of Ascent - and this is the reality of what
these people are upon, they conceal the doctrine of waḥdat ul-wujūd and that is
why they have a certain position towards other religions, because this doctrine
is also connected to waḥdat ul-adyām - unity of religions. So its not surprising
that we see Dr. Tāhir al-Qadrī cutting the cake with the Christian Padrī and
essentially validating other religions as legitimate paths to Allāh.
117
This is mentioned by al-Ṣuyūṭī in Ḥusn al-Maqsad Fī ʿAmal al-Mawlid and in it
Ibn Ḥajar says, “The foundation for practicing the mawlid is a bidʿah, it is not
related from anyone from the Righteous Salaf in the three generations...” Refer
to 1st volume of al-Ḥāwī lil-Fatāwā (p. 196) and al-Zarqānī mentions it in alMawāhib al-Ladaniyyah (p. 140).
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would fast that day and commanded others to fast on that day. Ibn
Ḥajar’s claim that this ḥadīth provides an angle for the mawlid is baseless
for a number of reasons:118 Before making this claim, Ibn Ḥajar said, “The
foundation for practicing the mawlid is a bidʿah, it is not related from
anyone from the Righteous Salaf in the three generations.” Thus, the first
part of his speech contradicts the second part of the speech. This is
because the Righeous Salaf did not perform it because of the absence of a
text. If no text was understood by them to legitimize celebrating the
mawlid, then no such text exists as an evidence. If the interpretation of
Ibn Ḥajar of this ḥadīth was correct, we would have seen that
interpretation transmitted from the Salaf. But the Salaf never understood
that from any text and Ibn Hajar acknowledges they did not practice it.
Also there is nothing in the ḥadīth itself that comes remotely close to an
intelligible reason for celebrating the Prophet’s mawlid since the Prophet
() simply fasted and ordered the Muslims to fast and beyond this,
there is nothing else in the ḥadīth.
Note that every other type of evidence is similar to this one. Whether a
verse from the Qurʾān, a ḥadīth or a statement from a Companion, it is so
broad and general and disconnected from the actual issue of celebrating
the 12th of Rabī al-ʿAwwal that one wonders how on Earth they managed
to make the connection. And it also shows that the later scholars such as
Ibn Ḥajar, al-Ṣuyūṭī who tried to justify this innovation were not of the
same calibre and grounding as the mujtahid Imāms of the second and
third centuries like Abū Ḥanīfah, al-Awzāīʾ, al-Thawrī, Mālik, Shāfiʿī,
Aḥmad and others. Whilst they contributed to Islāmic sciences, may
Allāh reward them and have mercy upon them, they are nowhere close to
the actual pioneers of those sciences in ḥadīth and fiqh who preceded
them by centuries and who have far greater fiqh (understanding) and
baṣīrah (insight) than them.
118

Refer to Shaykh Ismāʿīl al-Anṣārī as occurs in his treatise in Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm alIḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawiyy (Dār al-ʿĀṣimah, p. 476).
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9. The Allegation that the Prophet Performed His Own ʿAqīqah
Also from the baseless evidences is the alleged report that the Prophet
119
() performed his own ʿaqīqah! This is related by al-Bayḥaqī from
Anas bin Mālik that the Prophet performed his ʿaqīqah after prophethood
and al-Ṣuyūṭī attempted to use this as evidence. Imām Mālik declared this
report to be from the abāṭīl (falsehoods) as cited by Ibn Rushd in Kitāb alʿAqīqah.120 The narrator of this ḥadīth was Ibn Muḥarrar and he was
abandoned by the ḥadīth scholars because he narrated this ḥadīth. Imām
Aḥmad said about him “Munkar” and declared him weak.121 Ibn Ḥibbān
said about him, “He was from the best of the servants of Allāh, save that
he used to lie and would not know and he would turn the reports around
and would not understand.”122 And al-Bayḥaqī himself said, “ʿAbdullāh
bin Muḥarrar reported a munkar ḥadīth concerning the Prophet
123
() doing his own ʿaqīqah.” Shaykh Ismāʿīl al-Anṣārī says, after
citing the full passage from al-Bayḥaqī, “End of the speech of al-Bayḥaqī
to whom al-Ṣuyūṭī referenced that ḥadīth which he claimed to be an
angle of evidence for the mawlid practice and al-Suyūṭī behaved badly in
that he did not mention the speech of al-Bayḥaqī about the ḥadīth.
Rather, he left it out so as to give the impression to the one who reads it
that it is worthy of being used as evidence.”124 Al-Nawawī also says, “This
ḥadīth is bāṭil and al-Bayḥaqī said it is munkar.”125 There are also other
statements of al-Ḥāfiẓ al-Mizzī and al-Ḥāfiẓ al-Ẓahabī and others to this
effect. This is sufficient to invalidate this futile angle of evidence.

119

Refer to Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawiyy (p. 479 onwards).
In al-Muqaddimāt al-Mumahhidāt Li Bayān Mā Iqtaḍathu Rusūm al-Mudawwanah
min al-Aḥkām (2/15) as indicated in the previous reference.
121
Refer to Ibn al-Qayyim’s Tuḥfat al-Mawdūd bi Aḥkām al-Mawlūd (p. 51).
122
In al-Majrūḥīn (2/29).
123
Al-Sunan al-Kubrā (9/300).
124
Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawiyy (p. 482).
125
Al-Majmūʿ Sharḥ al-Muhadhdhab (p. 330) in the chapter on ʿAqīqah.
120
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10. The Statement of Ibn Masʿūd: What the Muslims Deem to Be Good is
Good with Allāh
Another broad argument is that the scholars have considered it
something good and it has been acted upon and in light of the statement
of Ibn Masʿūd (), “What the Muslims deem as good then it is good
with Allāh and what the Muslims deem as repugnant then it is repugnant
with Allāh” it is an acceptable practice. And the answer to this is that this
narration is referring specifically to the Companions in the context of
agreeing upon the khilāfah of Abū Bakr (). Al-Ḥākim brings this
statement of Ibn Masʿūd, “What the Muslims deem as good then it is good
with Allāh and what the Muslims deem as repugnant then it is repugnant
with Allāh, for all of the Companions have held the view of Abū Bakr
succeeding in rule.”126 The same is also reported by Ibn Kathīr in alBidāyah wal-Nihāyah.127 And it is also reported by Ibn Baṭṭāh with his
chain as follows, “Indeed Allāh looked into the hearts of the servants and
found the heart of Muḥammad () to be the best of the hearts of
His servants and so He chose him for Himself and sent him as a
Messenger. Then He looked into the hearts of His servants after
Muḥammad () and found the hearts of the Companions to be the
best of the hearts of the servants. So He made them ministers of His
Messenger () fighting for His religion. So whatever the Muslims
hold to be good then it is good with Allāh and whatever the Muslims hold
to be evil it is evil with Allāh.”128 After it is established this is referring to
the Companions, it is clear there is no proof in this statement. For the
celebration of the Mawlid on 12th Rabīʿ al-Awwal never arose in the
minds or hearts of Companions because it was not a legislated way to
show love and veneration of the Prophet (). Further, if the saying
of Ibn Masʿūd was referring to all the Muslims, then all the Muslims have
126

Al-Mustadrak (3/78).
Al-Bidāyah (10/327).
128
Related by Aḥmad and al-Ṭayālīsī and refer to Minhāj al-Sunnah (1/166) of Ibn
Taymiyyah.
127
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not actually agreed upon the mawlid celebration and it would still
therefore not be a proof.
11. That Ibn Taymiyyah Said: The One Who Performs the Mawlid is
Rewarded
Then they present the statement of Ibn Taymiyyah () that some
people may be rewarded for performing the mawlid celebration as
surmised by the opposers from his book Iqtiḍāʾ al-Ṣirāṭ al-Mustaqīm.
However, this is a misquote of his speech and does not present the full
picture of the view of Ibn Taymiyyah on this issue.129
Ibn Taymiyyah said, “Likewise what some people introduce, either out of
resemblance to the Christians in (celebrating) the birthday of ʿĪsā ()
or out of love and veneration for the Prophet (). Allāh may
reward them for this love and exertion (ijtihād) but not for the innovated
(practices) such as taking the birthday of the Prophet () as a
celebration, alongside (the fact) that the people have differed
concerning his birthday. For this was never done by the Salaf despite the
presence of what required it (to be performed) and the absence of
anything to prevent it, had it been something good. And if it had been
pure goodness, or overwhelmingly the case, the Salaf () were more
worthy of (initiating and performing) it than us. For they were more
severe in love and veneration for the Prophet () than us and more
eager for goodness. However, the perfection of love and veneration lies
in following him, obeying him, following his command, reviving his
Sunnah inwardly and outwardly, spreading what he was sent with and
striving upon that with heart, hand and tongue. For this is the way of the
first of those who preceded in faith from the Muhājirūn and Anṣār and
whoever followed them in goodness, Most of those whom you find to be
129

Refer to Shaykh Ismāʿīl al-Anṣārī’s rebuttal of this as occurs in his treatise in
Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawiyy (Dār al-ʿĀṣimah, p. 513 onwards).
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eager for these innovated practices, alongside what they have of good
intention and striving (ijtihād) on account of which reward is hoped for
them, you will find them (at the same time) slack with respect to the
command of the Messenger, with respect to (those commands) which
they have beeen commanded to show eagerness. They are at the same
level as the one who embellishes the Qurʾān but does not read it, or he
reads it but does not follow it. And also like the one who beautifies the
mosque but does not pray in it, or prays in it very little. And like the one
who takes the beads and prayer mats as beautification and the likes of
these outward decorations which are not legislated and which are
accompanied with showing off (riyāʾ), pride (kibr) and preoccupation
away from what is legislated to what corrupts the condition of the person
who does such things, as has come in the ḥadīth, ‘The action of no people
turned evil except that they beautified their places of worship.’ Know that from
the actions are those which comprise goodness because they comprise
various types of legislated affairs but they also comprise evil such as
innovation and other than it. Thus, that action is good with respect to
what it comprises of the types of legislated affairs and evil with respect to
what it comprises of turning away from the religion in its entirety such
as is the condition of the hypocrites and the sinners. And this is what the
ummah has been put to trial with in the later times. So upon you is two
ways: The first of them: That your eagerness should be for holding fast to
the Sunnah, inwardly and outwardly, with respect to yourself and those
(under your command) who obey you. Inform of what is good (maʿrūf)
and show rejection of what is evil (munkar). The second: That you call
the people to the Sunnah according to ability. So when you see the one
who does this (action) and who will not abandon it except by turning to
something more evil than it, then do not call to him to abandon that evil
by doing something more evil than it, or by abandoning an obligation
(wājib) or recommendation (mandūb) whose abandonment is more
harmful than doing that disliked thing. However, if there are (aspects) of
goodness in innovation then provide a substitute for it with legislated
goodness according to your ability. This is because souls do not abandon
something except for something else. And it is not desirable for a person
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to abandon goodness except to what is of its like or to what is better than
it. For just as those who perform these innovations are censured, having
brought something which is disliked, those who abandon the acts of
sunnah are also censured...”130
Ibn Taymiyyah explains that the intent of a person can vary, it may be to
resemble the Christians in their celebration of the birth of ʿĪsā () in
which case it is an unlegislated matter because of this factor of
resemblance.131 Or it could be because a person loves the Prophet
() in which case a person may be rewarded for his inward love
that drew him to this innovation but not for the actual innovated
celebration itself. Further, in this second situation, Ibn Taymiyyah
differentiated between a person who if prohibited from the mawlid
celebration would go to something that is more evil than it in which case
he is not called to abandon it such that he falls into what is worse than it.
But as for the believer who is not like this who is able to know and
understand and follow right guidance, then his action is disapproved of
and it is obligatory upon him to stick to the Sunnah inwardly and
outwardly with respect to himself and those under his authority. And all
of this discussion is after Ibn Taymiyyah establishes in the same passage
and elsewhere that this is an innovated practice not performed by the
Salaf despite the presence of factors that would have invited them to do
it and hence it is judged an innovation that clashes with the guidance of
the Prophet () because loving and venerating the Prophet is only
through making ittibāʾ and practising and spreading his actual Sunnah.

130

Iqtiḍā Ṣirāt al-Mustaqīm (Maktabah al-Rushd, pp. 619-621).
This is in fact how the celebration of the Mawlid appeared amongst the Bāṭinī
Ismāʿīlī Shīʿites in Egypt who mimicked the celebration of Christmas and other
days found with the Christians or Persians. They celebrated the birthdays of Ahl
al-Bayt as a means of inviting the masses to their Ismāʿīlī Shiʿīsm and also added
the celebration of the Prophet’s mawlid so as not to alienate the Sunnīs whose
misguidance they were intending.
131
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Hence, the use of the speech of Ibn Taymiyyah amounts to both clipping
and twisting of his speech.
12. So Much Has Been Authored on the Mawlid
Another line of evidence is that so many authors wrote on the subject of
the mawlid. Untrue claims are often found in this line of evidence. From
such claims is that the author of Kashf al-Ẓunūn Fī Asāmī al-Kutub walFunūn stated that Ibn Kathīr wrote on the topic of the mawlid in
numerous works such as Jāmiʿ al-Āthār Fī Mawlid al-Nabiyy al-Mukhtār and
al-Lafẓ al-Rāʾiq Fī Mawlid Khayr al-Khalāʾiq and that others mentioned
another work Mawrid al-Ṣādī Fī Mawlid al-Hādī and so on. Shaykh Ismāʿīl alAnṣārī responds to this by saying all of this is baseless and incorrect. 132
After checking Kashf al-Ẓunūn under the letter jīm for first book no such
work exists for Ibn Kathīr but there is a work for Ibn Nāṣir al-Dimashqī
(d. 842H). And as for the second book, under the letter lām, that book is
also of Ibn Nāṣir al-Dimashqī and the third book also belongs to the same
author. As for the actual writings of Ibn Kathīr, then in al-Bidāyah one
can find a lengthy sīrah of the Prophet () and also in his work alFuṣūl fī Ikhtiṣār Sīrah al-Rasūl as well as other writings and the issue of the
mawlid celebration is not addressed in them. So all of these are mere
claims made in order to give support to this bidʿah which is no basis in
the dīn of Allāh. A similar claim is made about al-Sakhāwī who is alleged
to have written a work on the mawlid but it turns out that the book in
question al-Tabr al-Masbūq Fī Dhayl al-Sulūk is simply a book of history to
augment an earlier work of Aḥmad bin ʿAlī al-Maqrīzī called al-Sulūk bi
Maʿrifah Duwal al-Mulūk and its subject matter is not on the mawlid itself,
it is a book of historical events, even if some matters pertaining to the
mawlid are mentioned therein. So in all of this we see attempts to inflate
the matter by making it appear as if so many books were written, and so
many rulers celebrated it and so many scholars praised this practice and
132

Refer to Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawiyy (p. 527).
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all of this is a sign of bankruptcy in evidence. The abundance of books
being written on a subject does not make it from the religion. We already
agreed at the beginning that something from the religion is only
established through the Qurʾān, Sunnah and Ijmāʾ.
13. Other Types of Evidences
Because there is no specific evidence in the Sunnah for celebrating the
mawlid and everyone with honesty and integrity is agreed that this
action is indeed a bidʿah in the religion with no precedence - a large
number of weak and far-fetched evidences are brought together to make
a large pile so as to impress the onlooker that this practice is from the
very foundations of the religion and whoever opposes it is an enemy to
the Prophet (). We shall mention some of these other evidences
below and note how these arguments violate the agreed upon points that
were mentioned at the very beginning of this treatise. They include:
1. That some of the rulers such as Muẓaffar al-Dīn al-Kawkbūrī (d.
630H) of Irbil first celebrated the mawlid (in the early seventh
century) and because they were righteous rulers, their action is
acceptable. This is invalidated by firmly established evidence that
the first to celebrate the mawlid were the Ismāʿīlī Shīʿīte
disbelievers, the offspring of ʿUbayd al-Qaddāḥ of PersianMagian-Jewish origin. Further, it is not factually correct that alMuẓaffar was the first to celebrate the mawlid as he was
preceded by ʿUmar bin Muḥammad al-Mullā - a Ṣufī - whose
example he followed.133

133

This is mentioned by Abū Shāmah in al-Bāʿīth ʿalā Inkār al-Bidaʿ wal-Ḥawādith
(p. 13).
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2. That some notable scholars praised the action of those rulers
who celebrated the mawlid such as Abu Shāmah and al-Nawawī
and others.
3. That Ibn Baṭūṭah (d. 779H) praised Muḥammad bin Muḥyī al-Dīn
al-Ṭabarī, one of the judges of Makkah, for his celebration of the
mawlid.
4. That many people have received command from the Prophet
() in their dreams to celebrate his mawlid.
5. That just like birthday celebrations are held for leaders and
important figures to remind of them, the same can be done for
the Prophet () to remind the people of him. Shaykh
Muḥammad bin Ibrāhīm Āl al-Shaykh134 replied to this by saying
that the mention of the Prophet is made in the adhān, the
iqāmah, in the sermons, in the prayers, in the tashahhud and also
in the ṣalāt upon him at the end of the prayer and in reading the
ḥadīths and in following him [in his Sunnah], all of this is loftier
and greater than that his remembrance should be a yearly thing.
Further, that it is easy for the people who are weak in religion to
exaggerate in such veneration [through birthday celebrations]
because there is no hardship upon the souls in this and so they
make it a replacement for the obligations due from them which
bring hardship for them. However, the true and real veneration
and respect of the Prophet () is in obeying him in doing
what he commanded and keeping away from what he prohibited.
Thus, the Righteous Salaf were the most intense of people in
respecting and venerating the Prophet () but they never
ever spent their wealth in the likes of these affairs. Further, this
argument involves making a qiyās (analogy) for the Prophet
134

Refer to Rasāʾil Fī Ḥukm al-Iḥtifāl bil-Mawlid al-Nabawiyy (p. 524).
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() and putting him alongside others which is to disrespect

him and his lofty standing.
These examples should suffice as a mere illustration of the far-fetched,
unrelated evidences which are gathered together to prove the legitimacy
of imitating the Christians and the Ismāʿīlī Bāṭinī inventors of the mawlid
celebration and they have dozens more.135 The general aim is to gather
lots of very weak and far-fetched alleged evidences, pile them together
and to make it appear that the one who denies all this alleged evidence
has gone mad. In reality, it is all a mirage and there is not a shred of
substance in there. This is very unlike the legitimate acts of worship for
which one can quickly bring solid, highly-relevant, specific evidences.
The soul is satisfied and convinced immediately. But as for these alleged
evidences, one can see their irrelevance and the desperation with which
they are gathered, compiled and presented and they affect only the
common people who are not equipped with knowledge - many of whom
find ease and satisfaction in an Islām that requires only a few days of
devotion throughout the year and hence the mawlid celebration appeals
to them and the lifestyle they have chosen. As for the leaders at the top,
the evil scholars, then the burden is upon their shoulders for misguiding
millions towards an affair that has no basis in any revealed legislation,
nor the Sunnah of any Prophet sent by Allāh ().

135

We may add them to this treatise in future versions if time allows inshāʿAllāh.
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Closing Notes
The vast majority of people who celebrate the Prophet’s mawlid are the
common-people who have been deceived by evil scholars through
mountain heaps of shubuhāt (doubts, arguments). But as soon as this
mountain is torched it burns to the ground in seconds, because there is
nothing of substance in it. They are hindered from the path by doubts
and they do not have knowledge of the matters - especially about the
origins of the mawlid celebration at the hands of the disbelieving
hypocrites and enemies of Islām from the Bāṭinī movements who tried to
destroy Islām from within.
It is important when discussing and trying to guide such people that they
are first made to agree upon the important foundations - such as the
seven points mentioned at the beginning of this treatise. It is futile to
proceed to discuss alleged evidences for the mawlid without getting
explicit agreement on those foundations. This makes it easier for them to
see that good intentions are not enough in worshipping Allāh and
respecting the Prophet (). We will conclude by presenting the
fatwā of the Mālikī jurist of the 8th century Tāj al-Dīn al-Fākihānī.
May the ṣalāt and salām of Allāh be upon the Messenger, his Family and
Companions.

kkk
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Appendix 1: Fatawā of Medieval Mālikī Scholars on the
Mawlid
Muḥammad Ibn al-Ḥāj al-ʿAbdarī al-Fāsī al-Mālikī (d. 737H)
In his work, al-Madkhal, he writes,
“Chapter Regarding the Mawlid: And from
the sum of what they have introduced of
innovations - alongside their belief that
this is from the greatest [forms] of worship
and most manifest of symbols - is what they
do in the month of Rabīʿ al-Awwal of the
mawlid [celebration] and it comprises
innovations and unlawful matters in
general.”136 He also said, “Most strange it is
how they perform the mawlid [celebration]
with songs, rejoicement and happiness as
has preceded because of his birth (),
as has taken place in this noble month yet he () passed away in
this [very] month to His Lord () and the ummah was struck and
afflicted with a great calamity that is not equalled by any other calamity
at all. And upon this, crying and much grief is what is required... so look
at this noble month, whilst the affair is like this, and they are playing
around and dancing and they neither cry nor grieve and if they had done
that it would have been closer to the (true) situation.”137

136

Al-Madkhal (Maktabah Dār al-Turāth, 2/2). Over the next 30 pages or so Ibn
al-Ḥāj goes on to vilify all the evil practices done during the mawlid celebration and his angle is that this month is one where people should be grateful to Allāh
for the sending of the Messenger (), yet these people have made it full of
contraventions, falling into that which is ḥarām and wicked and what leads to
evil and sinfulness in so many ways.
137
Al-Madkhal (Maktabah Dār al-Turāth, 2/15).
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Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm al-Shāṭibī al-Mālikī (d. 790H)
Al-Shāṭibī said, “From them (the
innovations) is to stick to particular forms
(kayfiyyāt, hayʾāt) in practice such as
performing dhikr in a group with a single
voice (in unison) or taking the birthday of
the Prophet () as a celebration and
what resembles that.”138 And he said in his
fatāwā when asked about making a
waṣīyah (legacy) for spending on the
mawlid celebration, “As for the first,
which is the waṣiyah with a third (of
wealth) so that the people can establish [a
celebration] on the night of the birthday
of the Prophet () then it is known
that establishing the mawlid [celebration] upon the way that is
customary amongst the people is an introduced innovation and every
innovation is misguidance. Thus, spending in order to establish
innovation is not permissible and the waṣiyah is not to be executed.
Rather, it is obligatory upon the judge to annul it and return the third to
the heirs so they can distribute it between themselves, and may Allāh
make distant those paupers who request that the likes of this waṣiyah
should be fulfilled.”139

138

Al-Iʿtiṣām (1/46).
Fatāwā al-Shāṭībī (taḥqīq Muḥammad Abū al-Ajfān, 2nd edition, 1406H, pp.
203-204).
139
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Ahmad Ibn al-Qāsim al-Qubāb al-Fāsī al-Mālikī (d. 778H)
In a compilation of the fatwās of jurists from Africa, Andalūsia and alMaghrib titled al-Miʿyār al-Muʿrab, there occurs, “My sayyid (master)
Ahmad al-Qubāb was asked about what is done by the teachers of lighting
candles on the birthday of the Prophet and children gathering to send
ṣalāt on the Prophet (). And some children, who have beautiful
voices recite a tenth of the Quran and also
recite poetry in praise of the Prophet
(). Both men and women gather
together for this reason.”140 In the answer,
al-Qubāb says, “Everything which you have
described are introduced innovations that
must be ended. Whoever took part in it,
aided in it or strove to keep it going is
striving for innovation and misguidance. He
assumes through his ignorance that he is
venerating the Messenger of Allah ()
by establishing his mawlid whereas he is
opposing his Sunnah and committing a
prohibited act that the Messenger of Allah () forbade, doing this
openly, introducing [such innovation] into the religion that is not part of
it. Had he been truly venerating him in the correct way, he would have
obeyed his command and not introduced into religion that which is not
from it. He would not have subjected himself to that which Allah, Most
High, cautioned against when He said, ‘Let those beware who oppose his
command lest a tribulation befall them or a painful punishment inflicts
them.’ (24:63).”141
140

The question continues to mention issues about the teacher’s making use of
these candles and parents being compelled to buy candles due to the requests of
their children.
141
Refer to Abū al-ʿAbbās Aḥmad bin Yaḥyā al-Wansharīsī’s (d. 914H) compilation
al-Miʿyār al-Muʿrab (1401H, 12/48-49).
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Muḥammad bin ʿAlī al-Ḥaffār al-Gharnaṭī al-Mālikī (d. 811H):
He said, “[Celebrating] the night of the
mawlid , the Righteous Salaf - and they are
the Companions of Allāh’s Messenger
() - they never used to gather for
worship on this night and they would not
do anything additional [of devotion]
compared to the rest of the nights of the
year. This is because the Prophet ()
is not venerated except through the way
in which his veneration has been
legislated. Venerating him is from the
greatest [forms] of nearness to Allāh.
However, becoming close to Allāh () is
only through what he legislated. And the evidence that the Salaf did not
used to increase with any additional [actions] over any other night is that
they differed about [his date of birth]. So it was said he () was
born in Ramaḍān and it is said in Rabīʿ [al-Awwal] and then it is differed
over as to what day he was born in - upon four sayings. If there was
worship on account of the birth of the best of creation () on that
night whose [following] morning he was born, it would have been known
and famous and no differing would have occurred with respect to it.
However, no additional veneration was legislated. Do you not see that on
the day of Jumuʿah, the best of the days upon which the sun rises, the
best of which can be done on the virtuous day is to fast but the Prophet
() prohibited from fasting on the day of Jumuʿah, alongisde the
greatness of its excellence. This proves that no worship takes place in a
given time or place unless it has been legislated, and what has not been
legislated is not to be done. This is because what the latter part of this
ummah does not come with is not better guided than which the first part
of it came with. If this door was opened, then a people would have come
and said that the day of his hijrah to Madīnah is the day on which Allāh
gave strength (honour) to Islām and thus [people ought to] gather
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therein and worship. And others will say that the night on which he was
taken on a journey, on this night such nobility was attained [by him] that
cannot be estimated, so worship is to take place therein. Then there will
be no limit to this. All goodness lies in following the Righteous Salaf
whom Allāh chose for Himself. So whatever they do, we do it and
whatever they abandoned, we abandon it. So when this is established, it
is clear that gathering together on that night is not required legislatively
(sharʿan). Rather, he is ordered to abandon it.”142
Tāj al-Dīn al-Fākihānī al-Mālikī (d. 731H) on the Mawlid
Tāj al-Din al-Fākihānī is ʿUmar bin ʿAlī bin
Sālim bin Ṣadaqah al-Lakhmī, and he was
spoken of by Ibn Kathīr as “The Shaykh,
the Imam, possessor of many sciences.” He
died in Alexandria in 734H. He has a short
treatise called al-Mawrid Fī ʿAmal al-Mawlid,
a fatwā given in response to a question on
the mawlid, and within it he stated: “I say
and with Allāh is success: I do not know for
this mawlid (birthday celebration) any
basis in the Book, nor the Sunnah and nor
has its practice been narrated from any
one of the Scholars of the ummah who are
the followed leaders in the religion holding fast to the ways of the
predecessors. Rather, it is an innovation, which was invented by the
idlers (lazy ones) and out of the soul’s desire through which the
devourers (of wealth) enriched themselves - (this) with the evidence that
if we consider it in light of the five rulings, we say: Either it is wājib
(obligatory), or mandūb (recommended) or mubāḥ (permissible), or
makrūh (disliked) or muḥarram (unlawful). It is not obligatory by
142

Al-Miʿyār al-Muʿrab (1401H, 7/99-100).
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consensus and nor is it recommended because the reality of the mandūb
is “That (whose performance) the Sharīʿh has requested but without any
censure for the one who leaves it.” But we see that the Sharīʿah has not
granted permission for this and the Companions never did it and nor the
Successors and nor the religious (devoted) scholars - as far as I know and this is my answer in front of Allāh, the Exalted if I am asked about it.
And it is not permissible that it should be permitted (mubāḥ) because
innovating in the religion is not permissible by consensus of the Muslims.
Hence, there is not left except for it to be either makrūh (disliked) or
ḥarām (unlawful). In that case, speech regarding it will be in two parts,
and in distinguising between two situations: The first of them: That a
man practises this with his own wealth for his family, associates and
dependents and they do not go beyond, gathering to eat food in that
regard and they do not commit any of the sins. This is what we have
described as a detested innovation and as being repulsive since none of
the people of obedience from the predecessors performed it - those who
are the jurists of Islam, the scholars of the creation, the lamps of the ages
and adornment of the places. The second: That prohibited matters
entered into it and concerted effort is made (to collect wealth for it) such
that one of them gives something and his soul reproaches him and his
heart hurts him due to what he finds of the hurt of oppression (in being
made to give his wealth), and the Scholars, may Allāh have mercy upon
them, have said, “Taking [other’s] wealth through (a display of) humility
[to make themgive] is like taking it with the sword.” This is especially the
case when [the concerted effort in collection of wealth for this mawlid] is
augmented with singing and futile instruments such as drums and flutes
and the gathering of men with youths and women singers - either mixing
with them (the women) or they (the women) playing an organizational
role (without mixing with the men), and dancing with effeminateness
and affectation and being engrossed in distraction and forgetting the Day
of Fear. Likewise the women, when they gather together in isolation and
raise their voices, those who chant out loudly out of gratification and
depart from what is legislated and what is the acceptable norm when
making remembrance (dhikr) and reciting (the Qurʾān), being heedless
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(all the while) of His, the Exalted’s saying, "Indeed your Lord is ever
watchful over them" (89:14). No two people will differ about the
unlawfulness of this and nor would any possessor of manhood deem it to
be good. It is only with the souls of those with dead hearts and those not
devoid of [plentiful] sin and disobedience by which this becomes
considered lawful. And I further you [in knowledge] that they consider
this to be from the acts of worship, not from the rejected unlawful
matters. To Allāh we belong and to Him shall we return, indeed Islām
began as something strange and will return as something strange, as it
began... All of this alongside the fact that the month in which he
() was born is the very month in which he passed away, so
rejoicing is not more worthy of grief therein. This is what is obligatory
upon us to say, and from Allāh, the Exalted do we ask for good
acceptance.” End quote.
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Appendix 2: The “Bidʿah Ḥasanah” of Two Rakʿah Mawlid
ʿĪd Prayer

It is not possible for those who argue in favour of the mawlid celebration
to convincingly refute the above bidʿah - which is to pray 2 rakʿah ʿĪd
prayer for the mawlid celebration just as is done for ʿĪd al-Fiṭr and ʿĪd alAḍḥā - without at the same time refuting the bidʿah of their mawlid
celebration. This highlights very clearly the evils which arise once the
door is opened. If you open the door only slightly to begin with (to allow
“good innovation”) then you cannot blame the next person who wants
to open the door a little wider. Notice, the argument in the leaflet, “What
is wrong in praying 2 Rakats. Only Shaitan gets angry when you pray.” And this
is with our knowledge that ṣalāḥ is actually legislated. So these people
have a sounder argument than those who practice the mawlid
celebration but to not allow innovation in acts of worship already
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legislated. This is because the mawlid celebration, fundamentally, in
principle (aṣlan) is not legislated and is a pure innovation from that
angle. So if that is permitted, then it is not a blameworthy innovation to
pray a 2 rakʿah ʿĪd prayer on the alleged day of the mawlid. There is no
argument against this at all, and thus those who celebrate the Mawlid
and do not pray an ʿĪd prayer to signify the greatness of this day, they are
“Wahhābīs and “Gustākh.” So this type of contradiction and foolishness is
from the fruits of innovation. As for the Salaf, it is undeniable from what
has been quoted from them that they bolted the door and never allowed
it to be opened at all and condemned anyone who even approached the
door because this leads to alteration (tabdīl) of the religion - the same
path which the Jews and Christians took in disfiguring their religion.
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Appendix 3: The Mawlid Tree to Rival the Christmas Tree

Abū Saʿīd al-Khudrī () reports that the Prophet () said, “You
will certainly follow the ways of those who came before you hand span by hand
span, cubit by cubit, to the extent that if they entered the hole of a lizard, you will
enter it too.” We said: “O Messenger of Allāh, (do you mean) the Jews and
the Christians?” He said: “Who else?”143

143

Reported by al-Bukhārī, (no. 1397) and Muslim (no. 4822).
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Appendix 4: The Milād Cake Versus the Christmas Cake

Cakes reaching 2.3 Ton (5000 lbs) for the Milād celebration - in imitation
of the Christians - rather, outdoing the Christians.
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Appendix 5: Response to a Twitter Post
Upon the publishing of this e-book a twitter response was received in
which pictures of Mawlid celebrations in Baghdād were presented:

First, we ask Allāh to aid and support the Muslims in every place by
guiding them and directing them to the Islām known, understood and
practiced by Abū Bakr, ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī () and all of the
Companions (), in belief, worship, methodology, morals, manners
and dealings - for it is that Islām and only that Islām that leads to
genuine unity and gives honour. And the Prophet () commanded
us in the famous ḥadīth of al-Irbāḍ bin Sāriyah (), “Whomever amongst
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you lives for long will see much controversy, so you must stick to my Sunnah and
the Sunnah of the rightly-guided Caliphs.”144 Second, the intent behind this
twitter post is to demonstrate - through images and numbers - that
people are celebrating and honouring the Prophet () on the
streets and that this somehow is honorable and noble. Had this been
correct and had this been a legislatively acceptable way of manifesting
and expressing love and respect for the Prophet () then the
Muslims would be leaders of the world and they would have honour,
nobility and success. Allāh () said:

ﲃ ﲄ ﲅ ﲆ ﲇ ﲈ ﲉ ﲊ ﲋﲌ
ﲍ ﲎ ﲏﲐ
So they who have believed in him, honored him, supported
him and followed the light which was sent down with
him - it is those who will be the successful. (7:157)
The success mentioned here is the success of “those who rejoice with the
goodness of this life and the next and who are saved from their evil
because they brought the means of success.”145 However, it appears that
despite millions upon millions showing this apparent respect and honour
- [over the passing of the last few centuries] - for the Prophet ()
through the routes of celebration, party, song and dance - an alleged
means of success - their calamities and woes have only increased and
they are not leaders and successful ones of the world despite the promise
of Allāh in this verse. So either Allāh broke His promise or this alleged
form of honouring and respecting the Prophet () does not please
Allāh and was never sanctioned by Him or His Prophet. Third, The
Prophet () said, “Allāh did not send any Prophet except that it was a
duty upon him to direct his ummah to every good he knew for them and to warn
144
145

Related by Ibn Mājah and it is ṣaḥīḥ. Refer to Ṣaḥīḥ Sunan Ibn Mājah (1/32).
Refer to Tafsīr al-Saʿdī.
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them from every evil he knew for them.”146 And he () said, “By Him in
whose hand is my soul. I have not left anything which brings you closer to
Paradise and distances you from the Hellfire except that I have commanded you
with it and I have not left anything which brings you closer to Hellfire and
distances you from Paradise except that I have prohibited you from it.”147 So
either the Prophet () commanded Abū Bakr, ʿUmar, ʿUthmān, ʿAlī
() and all of the Companions () to come out on the streets of
Madinah to distribute sweets, rejoice, sing and dance in order to
celebrate his birthday or he commanded them to follow what was
revealed to him of the Book and Wisdom (the Sunnah):

ﲲ ﲳ ﲴ ﲵ ﲶ ﲷ ﲸﲹ ﲺ ﲻ ﲼ ﲽ ﲾ ﲿ ﳀ
ﳁ ﳂ ﳃ ﳄ ﳅ ﳆ ﳇ ﳈ ﳉ ﳊﳋ
Certainly did Allah confer [great] favor upon the believers when He sent
among them a Messenger from themselves, reciting to them His verses
and purifying them and teaching them the Book and wisdom, although
they had been before in manifest error. (3:164).
And the pagan Arabs, though they had been in manifest error in
Jāhiliyyah, never used to celebrate birthdays, it was a custom unknown
to them. Four, it is obligatory upon organizations involved in relief work
to direct people to that in which true and real success lies and not to
perpetuate the deception of large numbers and what the majority do and
nor to compromise and dissolve the Islāmic aqidah to the lowest possible
common denominator so as to win the approval of every sect possible so
as to build large numbers to create the false hope and impression that
Muslims are united - when beneath the surface their hearts are disunited
and cut to pieces due to sectarianism and bigotry - all of which returns
146

Reported by Muslim from the ḥadīth of ʿAbdullāh bin ʿUmar.
Reported by al-Ṭabarānī, al-Bayḥaqī and Ibn Abī Shaybah and refer to Silsilah
al-Ṣaḥīḥah (no. 1803).
147
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back to innovated beliefs, practices and methodologies. This is not the
correct methodology and is not pleasing to Allāh () despite its allure.
The apparent benefits of this doomed approach are only ever short-lived
and superficial as is clear to anyone with intelligence and the least
amount of acquaintance with the reality of the Prophet’s message. Five,
the Companions in the streets of Madīnah were more knowledgeable and
Allāh-fearing than the Sunnī crowds in the streets of Baghdād or any
other city - may Allāh guide us and them. ʿAbdullāh bin Masʿūd said
(), “Follow and do not innovate, for you have been sufficed, and
every innovation is misguidance.”148 The Companions never knew
anything from these novelties, but they honoured the Prophet ()
by honouring and carrying his message without negligence or extremism
and without taking away from it or adding to it. Six, al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d.
110) said, “A small amount of action in accordance with the Sunnah is
better than a great deal of action in bidʿah”149 and had organizations with
influence positioned themselves and their call in light of these
statements of the Companions and their students, there would be real
tangible blessings and benefits - those that will never result from
superficial, token-gesture birthday celebrations that were never
entertained by the Companions, the best of mankind. Imām Mālik (d.
179H) said, “Whoever introduced an innovation into Islām, considering it
something good, he has claimed that the Messenger was treacherous to
his duty of messengership,” then he recited, “This day have I perfected
your religion for you” (5:3) and then said, “Whatever was not from the
religion then cannot be considered from the religion today.”150 Seven,
when the Muslims take the Companions as their role-models in faith,
belief, practice, obedience and submission and shun everything not
known to the Companions of religious practice, then the hypocritical,
pretentious make-believe unity will dissolve and true unity and honour
will arise by Allāh’s permission.
148

Reported by al-Lālikāʾī (1/96) and al-Marwazī in al-Sunnah (p. 28).
Al-Iʿtiṣām of al-Shāṭibī (Maktabah al-Tawḥīd, 1/135).
150
Imām al-Shāṭibī in al-Iʿtiṣām (taḥqīq, M. Salmān, Maktabah al-Tawḥīd, 1/62).
149
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Ibn al-Qayyim () said:
The people of Islām are strangers amongst mankind. And the
believers are strangers amongst the people of Islām. And the
people of knowledge are strangers amongst the believers. And the
people of the Sunnah who separate it from the desires and
innovations, they are strangers. And those who call to it and have
patience upon the harm of the opposers, they are the severest of
them (all) in strangeness. However, they are the people of Allāh in
truth. There is no strangeness for them (in reality), (rather) their
strangeness is only in relation to the majority about whom Allāh
() said, "If you were to obey most of those upon the Earth they
would misguide you from the path of Allāh" (6:116). So the ones
(mentioned in the verse) are (the real) strangers to Allāh and His
Messenger and their strangeness is the deserting (type of)
strangeness even if they are well-known and pointed towards.
Madārij al-Sālikīn (3/186).
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